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NOMENCLATURE i
k k k k
a0i' a1i' a21 a31 Kick-off spring parameters associatedwith kick-off spring k,i.
VM
C
Total external torque acting on the ith
segment in appendage k (segment k, i)
Torque about 0 produced by thrust
Position vector of the center of mass of
the ith segment in appendage k relative
to 0
Position vector of main body c. m. rela-
tive to 0
Instantaneous system center of mass
Position vector of segment k, i center of
amass relative to inboard pig
Inertial derivative- of the vector r
Derivative of r with respect to an
observer fixed in the main body
Position vector of first hinge of appendage
k relative to 0
Unit vector triad fixed to the main body
and associated with appendage k
Total external force on the system
Gravity force on the main body
Gravity force acting on the c, m. of
segment k, i
B.
I
FT
-Sk
I
Dr
BF
dr
at-
dk
nk nk nk
e i ' e 2 ' e3
F
FG
Gi
F 	 The magnitude of the compressive force onsi	 kick-off spring, i.k.
Dimensions of quantities input to the program and output by the program
are provided in Part II, User's Manual.
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t
F.	 Total external force on segment k, iI
'FM	 Total external force on the main body
F (t)	 Thrust magnitude applied to main bodyT	 as a function of time
nF T
	Unit vector in the direction of the thrust
applied to the main body
f 	 Position vector to a point through whichthe thrust acts
Ag	 Unit vector in the direction of 0 from the
enter of the earth.
rHo
	Moment of relative momentum of a body
about the moving point 0, defined by
Ho =	 r x 
^t dm where r is thefBody
position vector of a field point in the
body relative to 0
jjk Position vector of inboard hinge of1	 segment k, i relative to 0
i	 Index symbol designating segment number 
[jik]
	
Segment k„ i inertia matrix in segment
coordinates
Ti	Segment k, i inertia dyad in main body
coordinates
0	 -a3	 a2
[J(a)] =	 a3	 0	 -aj	 The vector a is transformed into a
square matrix by the operator J so that
-a2	a i	 0j	 [J(-a)] (b) represents a x b
3	 index symbol designating station number
lAIthough sometimes used for otter purposes, the indices k, L, J , R, are
generally associated with appendage, segment, station, and vertex numbers,
respectively.
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6
k	 k
^1(i )" K1(2)
^i
Spring parameters for the ith hinge of
appendage k
Distance between hinge points on the ith
segment in appendage k
k
^o
[MOI
kM.
m 
m 
n
na
n 
np
ns
O
Oki
OM
ON
Index symbol designating vertex number
Total moment about 0 of external forces
and torques
Transformation matrix from body fixed
coordinates, xyz, to inertial coordinates
at initial time
Mass of segment i in appendage k
Mass of main body
Total mass of the system
Total number of segments in the system
Total number of appendages in the system
Total number of elements (segments) in
appendage k
Total number of paddle appendages
Total number of segmented appendages( does not include paddle s) i.e., ns
n  - np
Main body fixed origin
Center of mass of the ith segment in
appendage k
Center of mass of the main body
Origin of the uniformly translating
Newtonian frame
The total force on the inboard hinge of
the ith segment in appendage k
Total linear momentum of the system
Vii
z
Pt
i—k
Pi Linear momentum of segment k, i
Total spring and dashpot torque about
the inboard pin of the ith segment in
appendage k
Dashpot parameters for the ith hinge of
appendage k
Designation of a field point in segment
k,i
k	 k	 k	 k
qi( i )' gi(2)' q1(3) # qi(4)
R
--k
r 
r
si
Position of attachment point of kick-off
spring k,i to the main body
Position vector of a field point in ivegment
k, i from point O
Position of attachment point of kick-off
spring k,i to segment k,i
Position vector of system center of mass
Total kinetic energy of the system
Kinetic energy of segment k, i
9
l^.Transformation matrix which transforms
a vector in appendage k coordinates to
main body coordinates
Kinetic energy of the main body
Time from beginning of simulation
4
Time of thrust termination
Time at which thrust is initiated
Release time of first segment of
appendage k
Time, t = t, at the inbtant of a release
or lock-up event
Time t = immediately preceding a
release or lock -up event
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T
T i
[Tk]
TM
t
t 
ti
t 
A
t
A-
ts
r6
t+	Time, t = t+ , immediately following a
release or lock -up event
[U]	 3 x 3 identity matrix
v	 Velocity of main body reference point,
O, relative to ON with respect to an
observer fixed in the main body
(_V)M
	
Means the vector v is expressed in a
coordinate frame fixed to the main body
X	 The position of the attachment point of
kick-off spring k,i to segment k,i relative
to it's main body attachment point.
X i	 The length of kick-off spring k,i at which
f	 disengagement occurs.
XYZ Inertial coordinates with origin at ON
xyz Main body fixed coordinates with origin
at O
A	 n	 AX, 'Y, Z Unit vectors associated with the inertial
frame
x, r, z Unit vectors associated with the main
body frame
z Inertial velocity of the maim body
--k Inertial velocity of segment 1+, i
a i Angular position of segment k, i relativeto the main body
k(^.
1
Angular position of segment k, i rel Live
to segment k, i- i for i > 1.
	 (3k =	 aI
k
	
fir.	 Relative angle of segment k, i-i (the
	
i	 value of (ii i ) at which segment ks i is
released in appendage k for i > i
k
	^s	Relative angle of segment k, i (the value
	
i	 of Pik) at which segment k, i is locked
	
Yk.	 8k	 Pre-load angles for ith hinge in appendagek
viv
1I f
s
nk
tip 
nk,	 A ►l i
	
,	 ^ i Unit vector triad associated with the
coordinate frame fixed in the ith segment
in appendage k
p Position vector of 0 relative to ON
v' Position vector of a field point in segment
k, i from the c. m. of segment k, i
T a I , angular velocity of segment k, i
relative to the main body
Tkk angular velocity of segment k, i
	 t
relative to segment k, i - i
kf Oki V Euler angle i defining plane of appendage
k with respect to the main body
^M , ®M, V M Euler angles defining the position of the
main body in inertial space
w Angular velocity of main body
-k Angular velocity of segment k, i
,	
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The nomencla ture which follows is associated with the stress package,
Sections 10 to 14. Since four indices are generally required, a different
formal,, is adopted to clarify the indices associated with each quantity.
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PART I
FINAL REPORT
J.
i
1. INTRODUCTION
During launch, space vehicles are generally stowed in the confining
volume of the launch vehicle nosecone. If the space vehicle has appen-
dages, these must be designed to satisfy this stowability constraint.
Appendages may serve any of a number of purposes, such as:
• Experiment package isolation
• Solar cell arrays
• Communications antennas
• Inertia control for spin or gravity gradient stability
In order to be stowable, appendages are often designed as series of
hinged elements which can be collapsed to Vt within an allowable envelope.
Once in orbit, the appendages are deployed under the action of spin of the
main body, thrust applied to the main body, or by the action of springs
and dashpots which may act about each hinge point.
Deployment in general must be accomplished within constraintE, of
maintaining stability of spacecraft motion and not exceeding the maximum
design stresses for the appendages. These constraints are satisfied by
selecting a proper combinat,-wn of design parameters such as release
times and lock-up positions of appendages; magnitude, duration and
direction of applied thrust; spin rate of the spacecraft; and hinge spring
and dashpot parameters.
The first step in determining whether a particular array of design
parameters is appropriate is to determine the motion of a prospective
system. Having the muti011, one can readily determine whether motion
constraints are satisfied and estimate maximum stresses.
Since the mathematical formulation describing the motion of such
systems is a set of complicated none-linear differential equations, they
can only be solved in general by use of numerical techniques. The N-
Boom Program, developed by TRW under contract to NASA Goddard,
embodies such a system of equations and provides a numerical solution
for use in design studies. This report describes the development and use
1-1
iof the program, which calculates the motion of a spinning, accelerating
spacecraft deploying a number of asymmetrical segmented appendages with
arbitrary hinge torques, and which in addition, estimates appendage
segment stresses.
r6
2. SUMMARY
The satellite and its deploying appendages are modeled in the N-
Boom Program as a system of rigid bodies. Each appendage is composed
of one or more rigid segments, which are hinged together, and attached
to the central body at an arbitrary location with acs arbitrary orientation.
The general features and options provided by the N{--Boom Program are the
following:
System Configuration
Two general types of appendages are admissable:
• The first, involving one or more segments and
constrained to deploy in a plane fixed to the
main body.
•	 The second, involving two segments, with the
first constrained to deploy in a plane relative to
the main body, while the second segment rotates
about the first.
m	 The center of mass of each body in the system, is
arbitrarily located.
e	 The number of segments allowable is dependent on the
size of computer memory available. In the case of the
IBM 360 Mod 65, the limitation is 20 segments, while for
the IBM 360 Mod 91 it may be as large as 100.
Hinge Torques
•	 Linear or non-linear springs and dashpots may be assumed
to act about each segment hinge and, in addition, non-
linear, disengaging springs may be assumed to act between
arbitrary points on the main body and an arbitrary point
on any appendage segment.
•	 Appendage segments may be released from an initially
locked position. The program provides a number of
release criteria options:
a. Each segment may be released at a specified time.
b. Each segment may be released when any other prescribed
segment, which may be in another appendage, has attained
a given relative rotation with respect to the segment in-
board of it.
2-1
r• Adjoining segments may be locked together when they have
attained a prescribed relative angle. The motion of all.
the bodies which compose the system is reinitiated when-
ever a hinge is locked.
Segment Stresses
e	 The program provides the option of calculating segment
stresses which arise in the course of deployment. The
stresses are pseudo-dynamic stresses. That is, the internal
forces from which the stresses are obtained are calculated
by means of the rigid body motion.
e	 The program calculates stresses and principal stresses at
the four points on the crossection lying on segment coordinate
axes, and in addition, establishes the most severe stress
condition at each station on each segment at times specified
by the user and ' at each lock-up.
a	 Internal stresses are calculated from the internal forces,
obtained above, by strength of materials theory.
it	
•	 Maximum internal forces during a lock-up are calculated
from the impulsive forces and torques which act at each
hinge point; when a segment lochs, and an assumed pulse
shape, associated with the locking hinge and specified
in input.
Section Properties - Required if Stresses are to be Calculated
• The shear center and neutral axis of each segment are assumed
concurrent.
• Two types of segment crossection are acdmissable:
a. circular tribe
b. a general polygon crossection having as many as
five sides.
Thus, the user inputs the tube radius and thickness in
the first case, and the coordinates of the vertices and
the wall thickness between vertices in the case of the
second crossection option.
s The above crossection parameters may vary from station to
station on the segment. As many as 6 stations are allowed.
e The program calculates all the geometric section properties
required for the stress calculation from the above inputs.
2-2
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• The user inputs mass properties of each portion of segment
between stations. The program generates all required mass
properties for stress calculation purposes from this input.
Plots
•	 A plot output option is provided.
{
J
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3. DISCUSSION
The N-Boom Program is designed to predict the motion of a spinning,
accelerating spacecraft and its deploying appendages during the deploy-
ment maneuver, and, on the basis of this rigid body motion, estimate
segment stresses. The satellite and appendages are modeled as a system
of rigid bodies. Two types of appendage models are considered: the first
is a series of bodies hinged together end to end and constrained to deploy
in a plane fixed to the main body; the second type, simulating a paddle,
involves two bodies, the first deploying .'.n a plane fixed to the main
body while the second body rotates about the first. The system motion is
induced by non-linear springs and dashpots acting at the hinges and/or
by external forces and torques. For the prupose of calculating stresses,
two types of segment crossections are admissible: (1) circular; (2)
polygonal. In addition, appendage segment crossections may vary from
I	 station to station along their length.
The external forces and torques, discussed in Section 6, arise from
two sources: gravity forces which act on the center of mass of each body
in the system, and thrust applied to the main body.
In practice, satellite appendages are initially unreleased, Chat is,
initially the system is one rigid body. Appendages are then ;released upon
command, move out to a fully deployed configuration, and are locked in
place. However, a complication is introduced into this sequence of events
when appendages and segments are not released simultaneously. The pro-	 j
gram allows for any hinge in appendage k to be released at time ti, in
addition, any hinge in appendage k may be released on the basis of a dis-
placement criteria. That is, segment k,i may be released when segment m,r
has attained a prescribed position relative to the segment inboard of it./
In the program, motion must be correctly reinitialized whenever a release
or lock-up event occurs. The importance of this point and the method by which
this is accomplished is discussed in detail in Section 7.
3-1
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Counting each one of the n appendage segments and the main body,
the system consists of a total of n+l bodies. The main body has 6 degrees
of freedom: three rotations, and three translations. The position of
each appendage segment can be described by considering one additional
degree of freedom relative to the main body for each additional segment
in the appendage. Thus, for this system of n+1 bodies, there are a total
of n+6 degrees of freedom and to completely describe the motion of the
system n+6 dynamical equations of motion are required.
Three equations of motion are contributed by the system moment
equation, Equation (4.9) of Section 4. Another moment equation is
obtained for the segments outboard of each hinge, Equations (4.16) and
(4.17). Finally, three equations are obtained corresponding to the
translational. motion of the system, Equation (4.3). Thus, a total of
n+6 equations are provided to account for the motion of the system.
These equations are later reformulated in a form suitable for
solution by standard computer techniques. This form is a matrix equation,
Equation (5.1.)	 Solution to problems such as release and lock-up are
developed in terms of manipulations of this equation.
Section 8 provides equations for kinetic energy, angular momentum,
and linear momentum of the system, Equations (8.11.), (8.13), and (8.7),
respectively. These equations are not used in the program to calculate
motion, but these quantities are calculated from the computed motion.
In the check-out phase of the program development, these quantities
served as checks on the predicted motion. In addition, the user should
find them useful as a check on the results.
In Section 10, Loads, and Section 11, Stresses, the two major
steps required to calculate segment stress are presented. In the first
of these sections, the means whereby crossection loads are calculated
from the general motion or from the motion discontinuities during a
lock-up are described. Presentation of this analysis first serves to
clarify the most suitable form in which to have dynamic quantities.and
inertia properties. The crossection loads, derived in Section 10, are
3-2
iin the same format whether or not a segment is locking. Consequently,
in Section 11, where the crossection stresses are calculated, it is un-
necessary to discriminate whether a segment has locked or not.
In Section 11 the means of Calculating crossection stresses is
described. Although some complexity is introduced by a consideration
of alternate non-circular and circular crosseetions, no particular
difficulty arises from consideration of station-to-station variations.
Sections 12 and 13 translate crossection geometry and mass paraineters
input by the user into a form admissib7,^ to the loads subroutine of Section
10, and the stresses subroutine of Section 11. The input required is in
a format most convenient to the user, and consequently, although in some
cases the required input may be voluminous, the quantity of input is
greatly reduced by the addition of these sections.
Section 14 converts segment motion as calculated by the motion portion
N-Boom program into a form suitable for use in the loads calculation.
Appendix A provides definitions of a number of quantities derived
during the course of formulation in terms of variables defined in the
Nomenclature. The derivations of these is not provided in the report,
although in most cases, these are readily apparent.
Part II is the User's Manual. Namelist input quantities are defined
in terms of notation;,, used in the formulation and defined in the Nomencla-
ture Section. This kart of the report also includes sample load sheets
and test cases.
Volume II of this report is the p'rogrammer's Manual. It includes
d description of the program, descriptions of subroutines in the program,
a flowchart, and a program listing.
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4. FORMULATION
The system described in Section 3 involves a total of n + 6 degrees
of freedom, where n is the number of degrees of freedom in appendage
segments relative to the main body. Therefore, in order to describe the
motion of the system, n + 6 dynamical equations are required. These are
obtained as follows:
1) Three component equations from Newton's Second Law
for the system
2) Three component equations from the system moment
equation
3) A moment equation about O for all segments outboard of
each hinge
Figure 4-1 introduces some of the notation used in the analysis:
P is the position vector of the reference point O (fixed in the main body)
with respect to ON (fixed in inertial space); the vector Sk is the position
kvector of the center of mass of the ith segment in appendage k, 0  with
respect to O; a is the position vector of the first hinge in appendage k
with respect to O; and 5 is the position vector of the system center of
mass C with respect to O.
Figure 4--2 introduces notation associated with a particular appen-
dage segment, the ith segment in appendage k, referred to as segment
k, i. Not shown in Figurt 4-2 is e lk , a unit vector normal to the plane
of deployment of appendage k. The meaning of the geometric quantities
is clear; remaining symbols represent forces and torques. The vector
15 
1
k represents the resultant bearing force on the inboard hinge of seg-
rment i t and consequently -P i+1 represents the bearing force on the out-
board hinge. I ik is the resultant external force and Q ik, - Q ik i , are
the spring and dashpot moments on the inboard and outboard ends of
segment i t respectively.
t
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Figure 4-1. Basic System Notation
k
_pk
ON ¢
k
r
r1
The notation associated with c: paddle appendage is almost identical
to that associated with an ordinary appendage. This is shown in Figure 4-3.
k	 PADDLE
2	 HINGE
nk
Ak	 ATTACHMENT kg	 POINT TO	 01
MAIN BODY	 k
	
^k	 02
k	 2
1
-k
	
d 	 b I	 k
b2
e k Ak
1,	 0
t
Figure 4-3. Paddle Appendage Coordinates
,
The vector f 1 is to an arbitrary point on the axis of rotation of the paddle.
Referring to Figure 4-2, Newton's Second Law for segment k, i is
R
2
Dt	 +
where
	
Pk	 = 0
nk+i
while for the main body, it is
	
D2	 1 	 nM	 (i+b )=F	 (P	 2+ P +...+P
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Summing (4, i) over all appendage segments and combining with
(4. 2), Newton's Second Law for the system is obtained
z
m  t (p er) F	 (4.3)
Dt
where
m 1 = mM rii
^aa
(4 .4)
is the total mass of the system,
mmM BM + m l bk	 (4.5)
T
i, k
is the position vector of the instantaneous system center of mass with
respect to O, and
F = FM +	 Pk	 (4.6)
i, k
is the total external force on the system.
The moment equation for the ith segment of the appendage k is
DkHoi	
kk D2	 k k --k ^-kDt +mi"6ix-4=,Si+^ixFi+Qi
Dt
k _ (Cyk
i	 i	 i+1	 i+i	 2+1
where, it is noted that
Qk = O
nk+i
Pi4-5
d
6
.*ft I I
The corresponding equation for the main body is
D° M +m ^ x D2 = ^ +r x ^
^— M M t^ M M M
D
n
a
- (CYi +9 1 x ^i
k=1
(4.8)
In the same manner as Equation (4.3) was obtained, a moment
equation for the system is obtained by summing (4.7) over all i and k
and adding (4.8). Thus,
DR	 2
-^+MT 9xY4 = fao 	(4.9)Dt,
where
Ro = IoM +	 ffo	 (4.10)
i, k	 1
is the total moment of relative momentum of the system about point O, and
IQ = fM + S. x:`M +^ f'j + Uk x i
i, k
is the total external moment on the system about O.
Equations (4.3) and (4.9) represent 6 component equations out of a
total of n + 6 (where n is the total number of appendage segments) required
to describe the motion of the system. The additional n equations required
are obtained by writing the moment equation about O for all segments out-
board of each hinge. This equation is obtained by summing (4.7) over
indices corresponding to the ith body outward, to the outboard end of
appendage k. Thus,
x
z
MI (-
iY 
	 n	 n
k UH^o	 k k k D2` k 	 k	 k
^+^ mj9j X^
	 =
	 (I;k +U j x ^ j
j= i	 j=i	 Dt	 j=i
+ ak + ^k x pk (4.12)
The interaction forces are eliminated from (4. 12) by use of Equa-
tion (4. 1). Summing (4. 1) over j, with j > i, in appendage k and then
solving for ^k, one obtains
nk
	
2	
+17 k)_
jrk	 (4.13)F'^ = 'Ij =i	 Dt 7 P^ 	 j
Substitution of (4.13) in Equation (4. 12) yields
nk Dff o'	 k 	 k D2_	 k kD21;k1+mj (Uk'j 	 i x^- mjx - + 	 (4.14)j=i Dt 	 Dt
where
n 
fC^ k =	 +	 x ^ j	 (4.15)
j=i
To arrive at the desired equation, it is necessary to eliminate
unknown components of ilk from (4. 14). In the case of ordinary segments,
known components of CF ,. are normal to the plane of deployment. Thus,
we obtain
4-6 f
k
•nk r" DAo'	 k (Tk k D2-'	 k k D^k
e 1 .	 --^ .^. + m .
	
. - n i 1 x -- ,. m .fi
x x -JDt	 Dtj=1
^ .fit' +Qi (4. 16)
for each non-paddle segment, that is for k < n  all j, and for n s < k < na,
for j < nk
' he corresponding equation for paddle segments is
2 k
k	 Don c	 k	 k	 k	 D2` k k D inkxm S - Fi	 y -m	 x
nk  nk ^k nk Dt	 nlc nk Dt
k	 n 	 nlc
for n  < k:5 n  and j = nk•
Although Equations (4. 3), (4. 9), (4. 16), and (4. 17) form a mathe-
-
mati,cally complete description of the motion of the system, they are not
in a form suitable for obtaining numerical results. In their present form,
all terms are implicit functions of the n + 6 unknown parameters (3 trans -
lationr and 3 rotations for the main body and n relative angular displace-
ments, one for each of the n appendage segments). Furthermore, reduc-
ing Equations (4.3), (4.9), (4.16), and (4.17) to equations involving only
the n + 6 unknown parameters is not sufficient. In order to be amenable
to standard technigi.tes for computer solution, the equations must be
seduced to normal form. An intermediate step is to be able to write
[A), a square matrix	
(derivatives
column	 a column
whose elements are	 ector of	 vector of
composed of geornetric .	 nknown	 _ known
and mass parameters 
	 quantities
only (Inertia)	 ccelerations)	 (forces)	 (4.18)
Equation (4.18) is shown in detail in Section s.
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Proceeding with the reformulation, the system translation equation,
Equation (4. 3), is first considered. All terms must be first expressed in
terms of the unknown parameters. The inertial acceleration of the refer-
ence point O may be expressed relative to an observer fixed in the main
body as
2-2—
_ d +w^xp +2wx jt
	
+wx(caxp)	 (4.19)
Dt	 dt M	 M
and the inertial acceleration of the system center of mass with respect
to O in main body coordinates is
ns nk
m d 29 = dW x m 
'9 +
	
(1 )k &kT = Ut T
	 ^i	 idt k.-1 i=i
na
+	 (71(1)k + m2 e l x C 21 9 + m2 '11 x C2 ^ L + 	 (4.20
k=n +1
s
where
W
)k=mkekxCak+µk^kAk
I
	
i	 i	 i (4.21)
6.amo
n8	 _ n 2
=	 eI x	 (^ i ^i)k + 2w x	 Qk ^ii)k
k= i	 i- i
	 i, k
11a 	 n 
+	 eix	 \
	 F(I)k]+ 2w x
	
Qk O(i)k
k=ns+i	 k=ns+i
n
a
k k k Ak	 k (r k nk k nk
+	
m2 16  Q2 gi x ^2 `Q i ei + °.. 2 ni^
k=n +iS
x
 [(
Gkke +Qknk1xffki i	 2 "i j	 2
n
a
k(qknk 	 	 knk ^k^^l+ 2w x	 m2	 i e i
 x 2
 + Q 2 Ii x 1.'02^i
I +i	 J
s
and
Those quantities in the above equations, or yet to be developed
equations, which have not been previously defined or are not to be ;found
in the Nomenclature section will be found in Appendix A.
If we define
(dlµ	 (4.23)
6r
then (4. 3) can he written
n8
mT^-mT(P+ 3)x+	 'aiik i
ilk
na
(21i)k
	 kgk k k	 kAk k•k+	 tai	 + m 2 i x C 2 a- i + m rl i x C 2 (T2 = ui
k=n +i
s
(4.24)
where
2mTWXv - mT wx (Z xP) 	 (4.25)
Equation (4.24) corresponds to the first three rows of Equation (5. i).
In order to reformulate Equation (4.9), it will be necessary to re-
express the terms of (4.9) in terms of the parameters of interest. The
first term in (4.9) may be written
DHo	 DHoi DHOMI _ + ---Ut-
i l k
(4.26)
DHk
where - 1 is the moment of relative momentum of segment k, i about O,
and is given by
DH f	
k 
-k, D
2 . DH-
Dt - mi bi x Dt + BE (4.L?)
where Hsi denotes the relative angular momentum vector of the ith seg-
ment of appendage k about its center of mass, and where the first term
i s given by
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Ir
2--k
D b.	 _
m lk x ---	 = mik bk X( x cl + mi Uk
Dt
(Ak x 	 + mx^ 2klk ^k+ mibxQ
J	 J
j=i
(4.28)
except for paddles, that is, if i = 2, and n  < k s na , then
D k
m2 2 x --.^ = mZ b2 x Cw x b2 + m2 b2
Dt
x (
jk,,^kk x ck, + &k Ak x Ck + —.k  x . k E,k + mk ^ x ^ki 1	 2^	 2 11 1	 2	 i	 i i	 2 2	 2
(4.29)
In order to rewrite (4. 9), the following relations will be of use:
i) _
	
mi	 x g
	 (4.30)
i, k
where g ii is defined in Appendix A. and
_ [Z'7m b x ^--M.M M
	
mMbMx w x bM + mM bM xx ,w x bM
Dt
(4.31)
Hci - Ii	 = Tk • w + o-k e i	 (4.32)
i-i
x
1except for n  < k < n  and i=2, in which case we have
A = I k • ^k = i k ' r^ + Q1 @k + ^k Ai, 	 (4.33)c2	 2	 2	 2	 `	 1	 2
the rate of change
k
DRci _ i k
=t	 i
except for n  < k <
of the relative angular momentum of each body is
w-Okel xca +akei) +(w +0 i e1 x ci	 (4.34)
na and i=2, in which case we have
D c2 =k L• k nk . k nk k k A k	 k ^k k nk
--Dt =I2 , w+^ i e 1 +0 2 X1 1 +0 1 Q2gi-^^ie1+2711 xw
+ (w + 0-1 e1 + ^2 "1) x Hc2	 (4.35)
'Using Equations (4. 28) through (4. 34),, Equation (4. 9) is written in
the form
mTSxTF+ I Ik+IM w+mTSx(wxp)
i, k
+m^,b x (WXT; ) +
	
ml bk x^ w x ^k)
i, k
=k nk	 k — k nk ^k =-ic k Ak • k
+	 Ii	 e 1 +m i b i x fe i xt.. i ^ +IiSix^i a-1
i, k
na
=k =knk k k (nk —k+	 I1 + I 2	 e1 +m1 b1 x (ei C1}
k=n +i
	k kk k	 k k k tk • k+m b x ( Ae, xC)+m bxl
	
o-2 2 	 2	 2 2	 1 1 1
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a
+ 1 2 ' ii + mz b2 x (^`1 x C2) C2 = u2	 (4.36)
where
•
r
u 2
 = lDto - g(i) +	 Ik (W ei x w) - 	 (;; + ^ i eli/ x Fci
k, i	 i, k
- wX cm -mM 1bM x wx(wx'5M , -MT 	rz';	 caxCc^xp
na 	 -	 -	 -
-k	 k Ak	 -k	 k Ak k nk }} —	 k k -k ^k+	 I 1	 (v i e 1 x w + I2 • ^ 0 1 e 1 + 0' 2 111/ x w - 0* 1 Q 2 I 2 • ^1
k=n +1
s
knklk	 knk kA
	
v1 ei/ x Hc:i - (w + a- 1 e 1 + ^2'11 + c2	 (4.37)
Equation (4. 36) corresponds to the second three rows of matrix A
defined in Equation (5. 1).
The re-formulation of Equations (4. 16) and (4. 17) is more lengthy
than that required for the system translational Equation (4.24) or the
system moment Equation (4. 36). Consequently the derivation will not be
presented in detail. The resulting re-formulation of Equation (4.16) is
(e1 x (3i 2)k) U + ( p + h i 	(e1 x ^3k) • w
n 
+	 e1 • I; + m^ ( 	 - hl / x ei x (1;J - hk^	 ca
J=i
nk
nk °k nk	 k k 	 °k 1	 (6k+e 1 I	 e1+ mj@x (1;k 	 1 x C^J
J=i
i-1
k k	 k	 Ak^ •k	 k—k nk•k k+ 1 e 1 • ( P j+1 X9 	 Q^ +	 1 	 x ^^ ^^ = u i	(4.38)
J=i
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e
where
nk
k nk	 k	 (2) k	 k- k (gk
u=eM-h+ i x is J
j=i
^ i 	 c,	 ,	 k\ (j. - ii)k,+ u(4.39)+C.e x	 - m. T. -x 	 h	 si
that is, for non-paddle appendages (k s n s ), and where u  is the generalized
si
force corresponding to kick-off springs derived in Section 6.
In the case of paddles, the moment about the
with the normal to the deployment plane, Ok , whip1
in this appendage, the paddle segment itself, the
The first of these equations has a different form
inboard hinge is dotted
for the second segment
moment is dotted Wi tt , nio
than the correspon-4{.^,,
r.
equation for ordinary 2-segment appendages, but only in that the relative
angular velocity of the second body is in the ^ k direction. For appendage
k, when it is a paddle appendage, the moment equation about the inboard
hinge of the first segment in the direction of the normal to the plane of
deployment, e1, is
nk(2)k dv =k Ak =k nk(-j k (Ak
e x(3	 x + I	 a +I	 a + +Ti x e x kI	 i	 Tt	 i	 1	 2	 1	 i)
k 1c --k	 nk 	 k	 k	 k	 nk
+ m ^^- h x e x (Sk - h 	+ m b - ;t xe st
+
nk
e i =kI i nke i nk+e 1
-kI 2 • Ak	 k nke i + m i	 e i k	 kx (I;I - h i [tkI
	--k
 x Ci
k
+ m nkeixb2r —1- k-hi [tki —kx C 2 k+ 1 1 m 2
k /4:
e J [.G2 _k —k hi ^kx ^i
• k
°^i
nk
+	 e i =kI2 nk
"i
k
+ M [Ake i x k(SZ - 7i. nk	
,
-k	 • k
.7i x C 2	 a- 2 k= u i	 (4.40)
0r
where
k	 k nk	 k -(2)k
	 k ^k 
	 =k 
	 nk	 k Ak 1ui = Q i + e i
	Mihi+ Q i I i	 (Ake i x w) + I2 (Ok
 1 e  + ° 2 'I i ! x w
k k - k/`	 H,k	 k nk k	 W k nk k k /
 Hk
- °7i Cr I2	 ^ i - ( U + Q i e 	 - w + o i ei + Q 2 ^ii xl
	 ci	 2
- m^ (Tk
 - FIk
 x gk - Fi(i)k - mk (,k _rk x g - fi(i)k + uk (4.41)i	 f,	 i	 2	 2	 1	 2	 1	 s 1
for n s < k sn a , and usl
 is the force term corresponding to kick-off springs
derived in Section 6.
The moment equation for the second segment in the appendage is
obtained from (4.17), where nk = 2 since it is being assumed that paddle
appendages consist of two bodies, and where it is to be noted that
n1 = n2. Thus,
	nk W)k d1	 I . -k
	 -	 (2)x 
	
J	 + 	 I 2 + p + Fki2 ^ x Ak	 ki x X32
k	 k ^nk	 (2) k	 _	 nk "k nk ( Ak	 (2) k	 ^k	 k+	 b2 - h x2	 i x (3 2	 v, + 'qi I2 ei + 1 1 x (3 2	 ei x ^2
	
+ .Q 1' rj i (52) kx ^k ^k	 .i	 i
A k -k nk
	
+ ^i I 2 • i + Ai 
x a22)k • (Ak x Ck ^k = uk	 (4.42)
	
2	 2	 2
where
k	 k nk ,	 k _ -(2)k
	 ^	 =	 ,,k	 nu2 = Q2 •^ ^ i	 M2 (32 x kg2 - ^i2(i)k , + I 2 (Qik	 k	 + ^2k
 ^i
k
^
	k k ^k
	 -- k nk
	
k nk1 --kk	 (2)k	 lc
	
x w - Q i 
a'2 ^i	 (w + 0'1 e i + 0-2 III/ x C	 h2	 + Uk (4.43)2
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ar
for ns < k S na , and u  is the force term corresponding to kick-off springs
derived in Section 6.
Equations (4.24), (4.25), (4.36) 9 (4.37), (4.38), (4.39), (4.40),
(4.41), (4.42), and (4.43) are the equations of motion of the system.
Symbols in these equations which have no'-. been previot r ly defined are
defined in Appendix A. In the following section, these equations will. be
rewritten in matrix form.
x
rS. EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN NORMAL. FORM
As discussed in Section 4, an intermediate step in the numerical
solution of the equations of motion of the system is to write an equation in
the form of Equation (4. 18). The results of the preceding section, Equa-
tions (4. 24), (4 36), (4.38), (4.40), and (4.42), can now be used to define
the coefficient matrix on the left hand side of (4. t8), matrix [A3. The
[A] matrix has the following structure:
At t Al2 A13 A14 Ais A 1
A21 A22 A23 A24 A 2 A 2
A31 A32 A33 A34 0 0
A41 A42 A43 A44 0 0
' 0 0
A
rt Ar2 0 0 Ars 0
APi AP2 0 0 0 APP
-So that (4. 18) can be written:
[A ] ( d ) = (u)
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where the ci
(d)
)lumn v,
v
0) _ ,.
•i
^i
•1
°2
^i
n 
.2v' 1
•2
cr
n2
Cr
1
,
i
,,ctor (d), is the column of unknown derivatives:
ui
u2
while (u) =	 ur
up
n
and p=n+2=2+
	 nk
k=i
I
.2
The subscripts r and s shown in Equation (5. 1) are defined by:
k-!
r =2+i + I n 	 (5.2)
M=I
and
k-1
s =2+j+	 n 	 (5.3)
4
The first row of matrices in the partitioned [A] matrix are now to be
defined. These have three row , and are designated A 11' Al2, and Als
na
where s = 21, .. , 4 +n 	 (i. e:. , s = 2 plusthe total number of appendage
M=I
segments in the system). The first row of [A] corresponds to the left hand
side of Equation (4.24).
.A, 11 = m T, C U] where C U] is the identity matrix	 (5-4)
Al2 _ -mT CJ (A + 5 )]	 (5.5)
A is	 J
= ^(1)k	 for	 k s ns
(i)k+mknk 1c
j	 2 e  x C2	 j=1	 n s < k s na
m2 i1 x C2	 j=2	 ns < k g na	 (5. 6)
The next .row of sub-matrices in [A] corresponds to the system
moment equation, Equation (4-36).
A21 m T, C J(S)]	 (5.7)
5-3
nk
	Art =	 mk 	 - '^ik x e xkTik+IJ•e1(Ek
j=i
+ p+ hk x( x i2)k1	 k s ns
l
2.
	
_	 m b_ Tjk x e i x b- 	 1-i1
j=1
_ ^ i sc 7(2)k2 i=2 n < k s ns	 a (5-10)
6
A22	 kki + JIM] - M T 1 j(S) I IJ(p) I
i, k
- xn T, J ( 'UM ) IIJ(bM) -	 rn^I•T(bk)I(1 ^ 	j j(,;^ l
i, k
A	 Ik • ek +^k 3k xck + mk bk xJ ek x & I2s	 j	 i	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 I	 J
(
y-k +Ik a+^mklikxek1	 p2)	 i	 i	 G 2	 i
k&ns
(5.9)
+ mi bi x 1 ^1 x Ci, + m2 2 x I e1 x C21 for j=1 and n  < k s n 
	
= 12 ^i + m2' 62 x	 Jai xC Z)	 for j = 2 and ns < k na
Equations ( 4.38), (4. 40), aneJ (4.42), correspond to columns of sub-
matrices of dimensions i x 3 in the first column, i x 3 in the second, and
scalar quantities in the sth column.
	
Ari = ei x ^i	 k s n 
	
=
elIxPI
	 i=1 ns<ksna
A.
4
F.
j•y
+ I^ ei + p + 1'1 x (Ak x ^(?.)k
=
(-gk - lik x (Ak
  
x ly(2 )k + I k AU2	 2	 i	 2	 2	 1
`^	 ( )+ p ^- h2 x 111 x ^^ k
 )	
5-4
for i= 1 and n < k s nS	 a
_
for i=2 and, ns ,< k na
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Ars = ^^ e	 (• i2)k x Ci)	 j=1, 2, ... , i-i and k:5. ns
Ak	 =k . Ake 
t
+ mk Ak
e t
jc (-Sk
Is 
kj
J J J
•	 ^e^ x C^` +tk
 
e
^Sj - µj Fiiax^^ j=1,	 i+i,...,	 nk
where for paddle appendages, n 	 < k s n 	 Ars is
nk	 -k	 nk
= ei	
•	 11	 el
nk	 ,k
+ e 
nk
e12
+rnZ^ [Ak x1 1 -'iii> [Akx Zk
J
+m2 [Ak x \ b2 - ^
k [Ak x C2
+ IL1 m2 et [ h2 - iii x c1 for i=1,	 j=1
k._....._.Rk
`2 -	 1
• tqi x G2l	 for i=i, j=2
kn	 , k nk (Ak	 ( )	 nk	 k
^1	 2ei + q1 x ^2k2	 (e1 x C2
+ ti it • (
	
x c,,	 for i=2, j=1
(5. 11)
Ak	 (Aki t 	 1 2 ' it + it x ^2(2)k) 
	
x C2 ) for i=2, j=2	 (5. 12)
where [ak] is an n  x n  matrix defined by
1 0 0 0 a 0 0
1 1 0 . 0
.
1 i 1 1
[ak] =
k
T1
k
T2
Tk
n 
r
i
The elements of the vector (d) beyond the first six are the angular
accelerations of the appendage segments relative to the main body, ak = T ik.
In view of the fact that the criteria for lock-up and release are in terms of
the relative angles of adjoining segments Plsi' and akri , respectively, it
will be found to be of use to write Equation (5. i) in terms of the relative
angular accelerations of adjoining segments, 6k = Tk,
For appendage k , the following transformation exists
= [a ]
since for k !^ ns ,
 
0 1
k. 
= ak - a,k F
[ak ] _ [ U] for ns < k s na , since 
ai ai, and 02 = a^ for paddle appendage.
k
a-I
k
2
^k
nk
rr
Using the transformation defined in (5. 13), the column vector (d) can
be defined in terms of the relative accelerations of adjoining segments.
v---
U] v_.._
---
[U]
w---
f,
i T ii
•1
^2 .
[ai ]
N Ti Ti
^ i Ti
T. _ [a2] (5.14)
. 2
n
2
T2
n2
d 3
vi
3
T1
[ a3 ]i
•	
a
^ ni
•^ n a
1
•
[a na
na a
T n
i^
n nna
or, more compactly ( d)'= [a] (d) ;
5-y
ri
Using the matrix [a] in (5. 14), a new matrix, the B matrix is defined
[B] = [A ] [ a ]	 (5.15)
Matrix B has a block structure identical to f iaL of A shown in Equation
(5.1).
The equations of motion are now written in the form
CB] ( d) = ( u )	 (5.16)
The solution of (5. 16) provides the y values of the derivatives of the
variables v, w, and T i 	 The remaining differential equations are
P - v
(3 k = T 
X = - Z w ' K
K = 2 [Xw - x K]	 (5. 17)
The last four equations in (5. 17) involve X, and K, -the Euler
parameters. These are used to define the transformation relat-ing inertial
and body fixed coordinates at any t rne. The differential equations involv-
ing the Euler parameters are
	 (9. 14), and (9. 15); the derivations
of these are presented'in Secti.("W', 9,.
0"
,FG = -g MM
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6. FORCES AND TORQUES
In Section 4, equations of motion were derived using rather generally
defined forcer and torques. It is the purpose of this section to define the
internal forces and torques produced by the springs and dashpots that may
act about each hinge in the system, the external forces and torques in
terms of the applied thrust and the gravity field ;, and the generalized
forces corresponding to the kick-off springs which may act between any point
on the main body and any segment.
The internal forces and torques due to the springs and dashpots which
act about each segment hinge are in general linear and nonlinear functions
of the relative angular positions and relative angular velocities of adjoin-
ing segments. The total torque acting about the ith hinge in appendage k
is
nk kk 2	 k Tk + k	 k+ k 2i	 e1 ^i(1) (T 1 J + 1(2) i	 ql (3) ( P1	 Yi
•	 2	 ►
+ qk `, Pi + -Y*	 Kk 1 (Oi + 9^ ) + KW.) ( P i 0i (6.1)1(4) C 	 1 /	 ( )
The first four terms in (6.1) correspond to the dashpot torque and
t	 the last two terms correspond to the spring torque. The constants yi and
ei are preload angles.
A gravity force is assumed to act on the center of mass of each body
in the system. In terms o f
 the local value of g, this is defined by
Gi = -g mk
	
(6.2)
for the ith segment of appendage k, while for the main body the gravity
force is
ti	 t 	 t
Figure 6-1. Thrust as a Function of Time
Thus, the thrust vector is
rT(t) = FT(t) FT	 (6.4)
where
FT for ti<_t`tf
FT(t) =
0	 for t< ti, and t> t f
The torque about 0 produced by the thrust is
FT
6
The acceleration of gravity, g, is an input quantity and is assumed
constant throughout the deployment (any value of g may be used; the lunar
value, for example).
Thrust is assumed to act on the main body only and to be represented
by a rectangular time pua.,se, as shown in Figure 6-1.
Equations (6.2), (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) are used to define the terms
in (4.6) and (4.11). Thus corresponding to Equation (4.6) we have
FM
 = FT + r 	 (6.6)
k1^	 k
so that (4.6) becomes
f^
	
F= F,T,+fG+E FGk
	 (6.7)
i l k	 i
The terms in Equation (4.11) are defined as follows:
BM + S X IF	 SM x FG + 7,,T, x FT	 (6.8)
k	 _ _
bi x F ik = bk x FG.i
Using the relation (6.6), (6.7), and (6.8) in Equations (4.6) and
(4.11) defines the external forces and torques on the system.
In Equations (4.39), (4.41), and (4.43), terms are introduced repre-
senting the effects of the kick-off springs. These terms, 
si in Equation
(4-39), us l in Equation (4.41) , and u. 2 in Equation (4.43) , are derived,
below by means of virtual work considerations. Figure 6.2 serves to intro-
duce the geometrical parameters required in the derivation.
ii
r
Figure 6.2 Geometry Parameters Associated with Kick-off
Springs
The position of the attachment point of kick-off spring i, k relative
to the main body is
xi i+a i	 (6.9)
The magnitude of the compressive force in the kick-off spring is
expressible as a non-linear discontinuous function of its length. Thus,
k	 k	 k	 kk —k 2	 k	 kFsi	 aDi + ali ^xi ^ + a2i ^xi )	 + a3i ^xi)
for	 ) s l ief
—k —kFsk
 = n for ! xi 1 > Ix	 (6.10 )i
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i-1
6h -+	 ak e^ xz +6 mj-1	 1	 i (6.13)
- -I- - -- -
1
r
The additional force terms to be included in the equations of motion
may be obtained by means of virtual work considerations. A virtual change.
in length of the spring results in a virtual displacement,..pressed in
vector notation
dx- dh+6ri	 (6.11)
The virtual displacement of the attachment point on segment lc,i rela-
tive to the segment k,i hinge may be written
6s -6ak/jkx i+6m	 (6.12)i
where d m is the component of d x corresponding to virtual displacements
i
and rotations of the main body. The virtual displacement of hinge k, i
may be expressed
where d 
m 
is the component of 6 corresponding to virtual displacements
i
and rotations of the main body.
The virtual work performed by kick-off spring k,i is
$•6x s Ohl +d ^- 6h)I	 i (6.14)
rSubstitution of Equations (6.12) ane (6.13) into Equation (6.14)
yields
11-1
iA.	 j-1
+ s
	
(	 x) 6a	 (6.15)
i
F . (6 m+ d k - d )
i 
The virtual displacement appearing in the last term of Equation (6.15)
represents the component of the virtual change in length of kick-off
£	 P
spring k,i arising from virtual displacements and virtual rotations of
the main body. This virtual displacement is zero since virtual rotations
a
and displacements of the main body do not result in a virtual change in
length of the kick-off springs.
Consequently, the total virtual work performed on arbitrary virtual
displacements of regular segments is
ns nk	 i-1
g	 (el x ^, 6a—k
k-1 i-1.	 i J-1,
Y
^,	 t
b
k -k	 k
+ Fs {^l x s i ) 6ai
which becomes
n
nk,
-k	 k _k
'	 6W =	 1•s	 (e1 x 
s 
kal j-1
nk
nk ^e	 -F.e	 k	 !+ (el x R)	 Fs	 6a^	 (6.16)
1$J+l
6-6
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From Equation (6. 16) it; is clear that uk
 in Equation (4.39) is
si
given by
n
k
us	 s	 (^ei x s ) + ( l X Z i) '6^	 Fs
i	 i	 J - i+l
for k s n s
	(6.17)
If appendage k is a paddle appendage, the virl,ual work corresponding
to the kick-off springs acting on the appendage 14
	
cSW	 s	 (e1 x 1) 6ot1
1
+ s	 ((°^1 x s) 6a1 + tn2 X 2) 6a2)	 (6.18)2
Rearranging Equation (6.18), we obtain
	
6 ^Jlc	 Fk	 (ek x -) + Fk	 (e x s )	 6ak
a 2
	1	 l	 sro	 1	 1	 1
i
+ s . (n2 x 2) bat	 n  k n 	 (6.19)
2
From Equation (6.19), it is clear that the generalized force com-
ponents, us , and uk , are given as follows
1	 2
uk 	 (nek x --k ) + ^c	 (ek x ^c )
s l	 ,^;	 l	 ^.	 s 2	 l	 1
k—k
	 nk -c
'12	
Fs
	(n2 x s2)
 2
for n sksn
a	 a
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(6.20)
f1
t
•
	Equations (6.17) and (6.20) provide definitions of u^
	 us , and
	
k	 i	 1
	
us
	These are the additional terms required in Equations 	 (4.39), (4.41),
ani (4.43) 9
 respectively, and represent the effects of the kick-off
springs.
6r
7. RELEASE AND LOCK-UP OF HINGES
An important spect of the N-Boom appendage deployment model is
that in general the hinge associated with an appendage segment is in any
one of three possible states: (1) not yet released, (2) free, allowing
relative motion between the segments it interconnects, and (3) locked.
Thus, for the system as a whole at a particular time, some segments are
unreleased, some are moving relative to adjoining segments, while others
may be locked. The formulation admits this general case.
The equations of motion as given in Section 5 provide for the case in
which all segments of the system are in state (2). The method by which
release and lock-up of hinges are accounted for in ti,; equations of motion
is most clearly developed in terms of modifications ro the equations of
motion as given in Equation (5.16) and (5.17).
There are two admissable criteria for releasing segment hinges: (1)
hinge kJmay be released at a specified time, t a ti, or (2) hinge k,i
may be released when another segment, segment k,m, has attained a prescribed
position relative to the segment inboard of it, that is, hinge k ; i is re-
leased when Rm reaches a prescribed value. In the case of the second
option, it is to be noted that release may b y represented as dependent
on segments in other appendages.
If the ith segment of appendage k is not yet released, the matrix
LBJ is modified by setting all the elements in the row r equal to zero
except for the element in column r, which is set equal to unity. In
addition, ur and Tk in (5. 17) are set equal to zero. Thus, the differential
equations corresponding to this segment result in zero relative velocity
and acceleration of the segment so that the relative angle is constant.
The criteria for locking a particular hinge, hinge i, is that the
relative angular displacement, Pik , of segment i has attained a prescribed
value, (is	After lock-up, the angular velocity ak = Ti = 0, while in
1
a
y
r 
a-1
1
r
general it is not zero preceding lock-up. This requires providing for an
impulsive internal torque about hinge i, which reduces ^k to zero and
introduces discontinuities into all of the angular velocities of the system.
However, displacements and the velocity of the system center of mass in
inertial space remain unchanged.
As in the case of release, lock-up is accounted for by manipulating
Equation (5. 16). Assume that Equation (5. 16) has been integrated over a
short period of time ©t, including the lock-up of the rth hinge, (r is
defined it (5. 2)), Equation (5. 16) become::
	
[B] (Ad) = (I)	 (7.1)
where all the elements of (I) are zero except the rth element, which is the
unknown impulsive locking torque on hinge i.
The elements of the vector (Ad) are the changes in the velocities.
Only one element of this vector is known, the rth element. Ire this case,
we have
Ad	 = - T.
	 (7.2)
r	 i
where Ti is the relative velocity of segment i immediately preceding
lock-up, that is at time t = t
Thus, the system of p equations, Equation (7. 1), may be solved for
the (p-1) unknown velocity changes and the one impulsive locking torque.
In order to solve for the unknown discontinuities in the velocities
and implusive locking torque, Equation (7. 1) is first partitioned as follows
( Ad ) 1	 (0)
[[B(Bj I[B111-TiIr
 
I	 (
(Ad)11	 (0)
(7. 3)
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1where
[ B 'j = a p x (r-1) matrix
I B r l = the rth column of [B]
1B n = a p x (p-r) matrix
Multiplying, we obtain
(0)
[B r 	(Ad ^	 k	 n	 n	 ni]	 , - T B	 + [ B ] (Ad) = I
	
( r	 r
(0)
Rea.; ranging (7.4), we obtain
(0)
n- -
[B] (Ad } _ Ir	 + [B "] (Ad \n - Tk 
Br
(0)
Equation (7. 5) is .rewritten in the form
^Ad)
[[B X11 	 I	 ul	 A
J !	 e 	 I [B J 	 I 	 _ T i (B rC
(Ad) It
(7.4)
(7. 5)
(7.6)
i
where e  is the .rth column of the p X p identity matrix.
The result yields the changes in the derivatives for the unlocked
segmenioa as well as the impulsive torque applied by the locking mechan-
ism. Hence, typically, for the unlocked quantities
fd (t +`	 =	 Id (t I + jAd
We thus have the values of all the variables and their derivatives after
lock-up with which we may continue the solution.
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68. SYSTEM KINETIC ENERGY AND MOMENTUM
In addition to the details of the motion of each body, an indication
of the system motion is provided through computation of the total kinetic
energy, T, linear momentum, P, and moment of momentum about the
system center of mass, H. As is well known, in the absence of external
forces and torques, both P and He are conserved. If, in addition, there
are no springs or dashpots, T is also conserved. When conserved, these
quantities serve as a check on the accuracy of the computed results. The
nutation angle, 8 , i. e. , the angle between H e and x, is provided since
it is likewise of interest when H is conserved. In this section we deriveC
the expressions for T, Hc , and P incorporated in the program.
Segment k, i	 v
^N
Figure 8-1. Fundamental Position Vectors
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In Figure 8-1, ON
 denotes the origin of the uniformly translating
inertial frame. An arbitrary point R on the ith segment of appendage k
is specified by its position vector relative to 0 N, namely,
T - P +	 + 7	 (8. 1)i
where 7 is a vector from the center of mass of segment k, i.
P k =f "7r 	 (8.2)i
Since k
Dr	 D p Dpi	 D7(8.3)
Dt Dt + D + Dt
and
Dr —k	 —
r- = W i x p	 , (8.4)
setting
r^
i
—k -	
k
DP Db
z 
	 - Ift + ---151- ,	 (8.5)
we have
y
Pk =	 zk + ^Wk x	 dm = mk Z
	
(8.6)
Similarly, for the main body, PM = mM ZM, so that the system linear
momentum
r
P = 
mMZ m A
.
	 mk z k	 (8.7)
i, k
8-2
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Note that we have
P = mTMt (P+S) .
The kinetic energy of segmen k, i is defined by
T 
k 11 f D"F . D7r dm	 (8.8)
We have
Tk = .I f Zk • Z1+ 1121 • (wxa);wk xv, (Zk xo, dm
Tk = I	kZ • Zk +1 wk • Ik • wk (8.9)
Similarly, for the main body,
T M = 2 mlvi Z M ZM + -x W • IC 	w	 (8.10)M
so that
T = T	 +^j T 	 (8.11)M	 i
i t k
The moment of momentum about the system center of mass
and about the reference point, H e and Ho , respectively, are related
by the equation
HC = Ho -MT S x DS
	 (8.12)
I
where_	 _
Ho = Ho +	 Hok	 (8. 13)	 4
M i k,	 i
8-4
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0
Ho dm=	 bk - x	 bk + i	 k
1
Dg kkk	 i	 k —kmi 19 i x-- + 1i wi
and
Db_ 	 =
Ho = M Mb
_ 
m x -Tim + I M • w
M
=mMbMx(wxbM)+IM•w.
— k DbkIt remains to specify explicit expressions for w i 	i
2k and	 .
We have
wk -W
k+0
where 5 k is the angular velocity of segment k, i relative to the main
body, namely,
vk e 1
	
for k s ns
St i
	
=
	 (8.15)
T 1 e i + G'? 71 1	 for n$ k< na
and 	 2
From
IV
	 k	 — IV	 k n k
(8.14)
^i = a + C i + 'L  2 7 q j	 (g.lb)1
ri
we find that
JdO^^7
t—]L 	 S11.I
r. ¢ k ^ k k
M	 i	 i	
=1
	 O*j (8. 17)
Db k dgk
M
and
Thus
iI
9. COORDINA TES
There are four types of coordinate systems associated with the,
system: an inertial coordinate system uniformly translating with the
initial velocity of the sye;tetni, a main body fixed system with its origin
at 0, n  main body fixed systems fixed to the main body at the point of
attachment of each appendage, and n coordinate systems associated with
the n segments which compose the appendages.
The equations of motion as given by Equation (5. 1) are expressed in
one coordinate system: the main body fixed system with its origin at 0.
Therefore, quantities referred to coordinate systems other than the main
body system must be transformed into main body coordinates.
Figure 9-1 illustrates the coordinate systems associated with ap-
pendage k, where in this case it is not a paddle appendage.
Figure 9-1. Coordinates Associated with Appendage k
The n ,,ass properties associated with the segment k, i are input in
the
	 ,	
, ^gk i1
	
coordinate system, whereas in the course of computation
9-1
0the program refers these to main body coordinates. The transformation
from segment to appendage coordinates is
A k	 nk
4i = el
Akr1 = cos aie2+ sin a^e3
t =—sin a e^ + Cos a i e3
Paddle appendages are two segment appendages in which the second
rotates about the first, that ib, 1 2 = 711 in this case. In these appendages
a 2 is defined differently (with this change i.1 iefinition, changes in the
equations of motion from the case of ordinary appendages to paddle ap-
pendages are minimized) as shown in Figure SI-2.
00 600
00 00 
00 00 00
k = P k2 	 2
AXIS OF ROTATION
nk
tj ^dw
X0000
^ 00
PADDLE
ROTATED INTO
e 2- e 3 PLANE
A
e 
Figure 9-2. Coordinates Associated with Appendage k
if the Second Element is a Paddle
H `
	 As noted in Equation (5. 13), a Z X32 in the case of a paddle append-
age.
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The transformation to segment i coordinates from the paddle seg-
ment coordinates is
k= cos a k a	 sin a k k
2	 2 1	 241
Ak nk
n2 _ Y11
Ak
^2 = sin a 2 e i+ cos a 2 ^1
r"
Pve
whe re
n c, k < ns	 a
The transformation to appendage coordinates from segment i co-
ordinates is obtained from (9. 1).
By use of Equations (9. 1) and (9. 2), all appendage properties at
any time, mass properties, angular rates, forces, can be referred to the
corresponding appendage coordinate system. These quantities must now
be transformed into a common main body fixed coordinate system. Since
the appendage coordinate system, a A, e., e3 is also fixed to the main
body, the transformations from appendage coordinates to main body co-
ordinates are constant through time.
The taan.sformations are achieved by use of a set of Euler angles
corresponding to each appendage, ^ k 0 ®k, and tok, Beginning in main
body coordinates, the first rotation is through 4'k about x in the positive
direction as shown in Figure 9..3.
The transformation from x y, z to x^ n^. y I z^ is
(9.2)
A:
A t	 n
x = x
A t
 = cos tk y - sin Lk z
A t
 = s in Lk y + cos Ik z
n ►
s z
z
A
y
I
•	 i
nn'
_Z
Figure 9-3. Transformation from x, y, z to
nk nk nke 3
 Coordinates
The second rotation is through ® k about y in the positive sense.
A'	 Al A'	 A ll	 A ll	 nIIThe transformation from x , y , z to x , y 9 z is
A u	 kn'	 kn'
x = os 0 x+ sin 0 z
A "	 A'
Y	 Y
t
z n _ -sine k x^ + cos 9k z t (9.4)
i
F
yy
4
b.
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rThe final rotation, also shown in Figure 9. 3, rotates x ll , y^^, z^^
into the a i, e2, e3 triad. This transformation, rotation through (k about
All
x is
nk	 n"
e 1 = x
A ll	 n
e2 = cos W y f sing k z
e3	 ^^= -sin Vy + cos ^kzn	 (9.5)
Combining (9. 3), (9 . 4) and ( 9. 5), the ei SOe2, e3 triad is expressed
in main body coordinates as follows:
cos ®k
A1 = sin ^ sin ®k
-cos ^'k sin ek
sin ®k sin cpk
e2 = cos ^ cos Vk - sin ^k cos ®k sin (p
sin ^k cos (Pk + cos k cos 8k sin V 
sin 0  cos (Pk
nk	 k	 k	 k	 k	 ke 3 =	 -cos ^ sin 9 - sin q cos 6 cos (P
-sin ^ k sin (,k + cos ^k cos 0  cos (Pk
That is, the transformation matrix is
[Tk]
	
e 1' 2' e 3	 t 9'° ^' )
By use of (9.6), appendage properties can be expressed in main
body fixed coordinates, x y z at any time.
Y
v	 f
0The remaining coordinate transformation to be defined is the trans-
formation from main body u	 y.init vectors X, .
	
z to the inertial unit erectors
A n nX, Y, Z. This transformation at time t = 0 is of the; same form as (9. 6),
^M , GM , and 40M replacing t k, 0k, and 0k , respectively. The trans-
formation is
cos 0M
A =	 sin '^M sin 0M
-cos 
`)M sin 0M
sin 0M
 sin cpM
Ay =	 Cos 
`PM cos V  - sin t'M cos 0M sin (pM
rein ^ M cos (PM + cos ^M cos 0M sin `PM
sin 0M cos `PM
Z =	 -cos ^M sin (pM - sin ^M cos 0M cos (PM
- sin 
^ M sin (pM + cos ^M cos 0M cos (PM	 (9.7)
Thus, the matrix M  is defined by
[MO] = [A t As 
Z]	 (9.8)
that is, the above vectors form the columns of M 0
The matrix M  defined in (9.8) is the initial value of the transforms-
tion matrix M, which at time t = 0 defines the orientation of the main
body in inertial space. The columns of M are the body-fixed unit vectors
x, y, z resolved in the inertial frame. The problem now to be considered
is to determine the means of finding M at any time t.
s
x_
1	 1 ,, 9-6
tf
i
x
l
0
In the course of the motion the orientation varies in accordance
with the differential equation
[M] = [M ] [J ( w)]	 (9.9)
where w1, `0 2 0 w3 are the components of U resolved in the body-fixed
frame, i.e., is = w 1x + w2y + w3 z.
The initial orientation is obtained by use of [M(0)] = [M O ], which is
specified by initial values of the Euler angles ^ M, 8M, OM as indicated
in Equations (9. 7) and (9.8). The matrix [M] can be written in terms of
[MO ], a constant, and a matrix [C], a function of time. We write
[M(t) ] = [Mo] [C ( t)] .	 (9. 10)
and note that C(t) also satisfies the same differential equation as [M],
i.e., [C] = [C ] [J(w)].
Instead of solving the above matrix differential equation for .[C],
we represent [C] in terms of the four Euler parameters consisting of a
scalar X and a vector K and solve only four scalar differential equations.
To introduce the Luler parameters, we note that any orientation of
a body may be achieved by a counterclockwise rotation about an appropriate
axis a through an angle 4.
Accordingly, C has the representation
[C] = [U] + sin ®[J(a)] + (1 -cos ^'j [J(a)] 2	 (9.11)
The Euler parameters are defined in terms of a and G) by
9-8
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Then
,.
	 C = [U] + 2 X [J (K^] + 2[J (x)] 2	 (9.13)
The above differential equation for [C,:] leads to the corresponding
differential equations for X and K, namel,/r
^_ 
I Xc°a-u7xK
	 (9.15)
We note that by definition X 2 '+ K K is equal to one and indeed this func-
tion is an integral of (9. 14) and (9. i5). This fact may be used to provide
a check on the computation.
As seen from (9. 10), the initial value of [C] is,the identity matrix.
Accordingly, we take X(0) = i and K(0) = 0 so that (9. 13) yields [C(0)]
[U]•
At any time t, (9. 14) and (9. 15) are solved along with the equations
of motion (5. 16) and (5. 17). The solutions of (9. 14) and (9. 15) are used
in (9. 13) to obtain [C(t)] , which when substituted into (9. 10) yields the
required transformation matrix, [M],
0
.z
'u
e
a
~Y
x
r
tf	 i
.:
S
(10.2)
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10. CROSSECTION LOADS
This section provides a discussion of the method used to obtain the
loads acting on each section on which stresses are desired„ The motion
of segment k,i at any time is given by the existing N-Boom program. The
motion is specified by three quantities which must be referred to
segment k,i coordinates; segment k,i angular velocity, wi, angular
acceleration, i, and the acceleration of its c-g., 02 (P + bk)
Dt2	 i
These quantities in conjunction with the inertia properties of sub-
sections of segment k,i are sufficient to establish the loads at each
station.
The derivation proceeds from the assumption that all vector
quantities are referred to segment k,i coordinates. The superscript
designating the appendage number, and the subscript designating the
segment number are dropped for notational convenience and to minimize
confusion. Thus, while the subscripting in the analysis to follow will
refer to stations and other quantities associated with a particular
segment, it is implied that the process its carried out for every
segment k,i.
Figure 10.1 shows quantities to be associated with segment k,i
(subscript and superscript dropped).
Equation (4.1) of Reference 1 relates the motion of segment k,i
to the forces acting at the hinges as follows;
,1
_	 _
Mk D 2 (P + b	 Pk P_ki
 2Dt i	 i	 i+1
Dropping the k,i notation for convenience, we have
(10.1)
Ii
el
t
i
^	 t! L
Figure 10.1 Quantities Required in the Loads Calculation
Associated with Segment k,i.
I
R.
where we have defined
k
Pet pi
--k	 _	 k
Pel — Pi+l
	 (Pe2)i+1
(Pel )n = 0
k
m = M 
2
a_D2(a+bP
Dt
a
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1It is clear that by means of Equation (3.2) all the forces acting
on hinge points of the segments of an appendage can be found.
As shown in Figure 3.2, a station defines a crossection through a
segment normal to the q-axis and the position of the jth station in
segment k,i is S J . Thus,
S^	 S^
	 (10.3)
n
Subsegment j
Figuz , a 10.2 Subsegment Forces and Properties
Station j-1 is outboard of station j in segment k,i.
10-3
rMass and inertial properties (m j
 Ji ) are associated with the sub-
segments defined by each station S i
 and the center of mass of the sub-
segment of segment k,i outboard of station j is given by Cj.
The acceleration in inertial space of the c.g. of subsegment j is
aj , and is given by
a  - a + w x (w x (C^	 C)) + w X (C^ - C)	 (10.4)
Thus the force on the crossection at station j is
P 
	
M  a 
	 Pel	 (10.5)
where a  is defined by Equation (10.4).
The moment on crossection j in segment k,i is obtained from
-	 .
J(z I^ w + I1 . (0
Q^+Qel+($-Cj) XPel + Off i _Cj ) x 
where Qel , the total torque acting on the outboard end of segment k,i,
is the negative of Qe 2
 for segment k, i+l, and Qel 0 for i nk . Thus,
for segment k,i
Qe2 QN
where N designates the last station at which Q^ is computed on the
segment, and for segment k,i -- 1.
k	 k
(Qel	 Qe2
10-4
iThat is
	
Qj . J (w) I^ w +^	 w
	
-4e1 + (C1 
_ R) XPe'l + (C	 j - S j ) x ^j	 (10.6)
Equations ( 10.5) and (10.6) dcifine the forces on crossection J.
Stresses will also be required whenever a hinge has locked. If,
for example, hinge m, n locks the angular velocity and the velocity of
the center of mass of each segment k,i will change instantaneously.
The change in the motion of each segment, which is provided by the
original N-Boom program, may be used to calculate the impulsive forces
and torques acting at each hinge k,i, as hinge m,n locks. If a pulse
shape is associated with hinge m,n, this shape may be used to calculate
the maximum forces and torques acting at each station J, in each
segment k,i. The forces thus obtained are then used is the stress
subroutine in the same manner as the forces that act at any other time
in the course of motion.
The calculation of the impulsive forces closely parallels that of
the forces previously derived. Thus, for the last segment in appendage
k, segment k,nk.
P k
	
(Qel	 -0
nk 	 nk
n k mk ®^cF
e,-2 nk
	
nk	 nk
where the symbol ( A ) indicates the vector is an impulse.
Y
(10.7)
1
d
C	 'q
Of
In addition, as in the case of forces, the impulse on the outboard
end of segment k,i, 
(1 11)
 k is equal to the negative of the impulse on
el
i
the inboard and of segment k,i + 1.
The change in velocity of subsegment j of segment k,i is given by
AV j ° AV + Aw x (C j - C)	 (10.8)
The impulsive force applied to subsegment j is then
	
Pj ° mj AVj - Pe	 (10.9)
1
The change in the moment of momentum about the center of mass of
the segment is equal to the moment of the impulsive forces about the
center of mass of segment k,i.
	
I . Aw • -C x P
et +	 _ ) x Pel
+ Qel + Qe 2 	 (10.10)
Thus, for segment k,i
k	 a kQel	 - e2
i	 i+1
Qe se Y Aw + (Cj-Sj ) x Aj + (Cj - k) x Pel-Qel	 (10.11)2
For subsegment j of segment k, I we then have
Qjj Aw +(§ x Pj + (Cj -)x Pet - Qel	 (10.12)
The equation for Q  , Equation (10.11), is obtaineA from Equation
(10.12) by defining the last station on segment k,i to be at the in-
board hinge, i.e., for j = N,C = C, 	 ePN = P .j	 2
104
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The above expressions define the impulsive forces and momenta
acting on station j of each segment k,i. The maximum forces acting on
each crossection of the segment are obtained from the above relations.
It will be assumed that a pulse shape, as shown below, can be
associated with the locking of each hinge, m,n.
x
X
max 
i
...... 	 -
T
Figure 10.3. Pulse Shape Associated with the Locking of
Hinge m,n.
The pulse shown is of unit area. That is,
f Tx(t)dt Q 1
0
or
max 1
xmax 
g l/c
	 (10.13)
For a given shape the maximum force in the course of the pulse is
then
1,0-7
•	 i
r
_ k A
 k
Pi i
	 n 
P^ 
i
max
k	
M (i)m (^J)k
J 	
^ n 
	
(10.14)
max
A constant 1/c is associated with the hinge that has just locked,
m,n. The forces obtained from the above are used in the stress sub-
routine.
x
r,
r
r
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11. SEGMENT STRESSES
Circular Tube S ection
The loads on the circular tube section at station j are shown in
Figure 11.1.
Figure 11.1 Circular Tube Crossection Loads.
The stress for each crossetion load will first be determined.
The total stress at any point on the crossection is then the sum of
the stresses arising from these various effects.
All the stresses on the crossect.ion can be expressed as functions
of C and t as shown in Figure 11.2. (-R s 9 s R, and -R s t s R)
4
Figure 11.2 Forces and Stresses on a Circular
Crossection.
The shear stress arising from P 3 may be written
"2' 3	
2P3 ^--
 
a A	 R
and similarly► for P1
v
^	 2P1 R
21	 A
The normal stress a 22 9 arises from bending and axial stresses
P_	 0_ E	 0_ t
I
i
(11.1)
(11.2)
(11.3)
"22
43
ii °
rA Mt
I A 3 t
The torsional shear stress is constant around the crossection
T ® Q2
S
I ^ (.-
IY
where 3V - 29rR2t
The torsional shear stress * T , contributes to both a21 and x'23.
'thus, these stresses are as follows:
Q	 2P1 1__L + Q2
	
21 - A R	 S	 ,fit
2P3	
- Q2Cr	
ffi	 A	 R	 S	 R	
(11..4y
The maximum distortion energy is not only the most appropriate
criteria for establishing the severity of a stress condition, but also,
is the most convenient. The distortion energy (Timoshenko, 1951) is
given by
Vo 
a l+U (v ^- y) 2 + (ay - Z) 2 + (a -&) 2
+
1	 2	 2	 2	
(11.5)2G (TX + Txz + Tyz)
where
G =	 E
2 (1+v)
t
11-3
	
r
r0
r
s^
Since a13' all' and a 33 are zero, the distortion energy in the
present notation is
1+v	 2	 1	 2	 2
^o	 3E a22 + 2G (a21 + a23)	 (11.6)
where a 22 , and a21 and a23 are defined by Equations (11.3) and (11.4)9
respectively.
Stresses in Non-Circular Sections
The loads acting on the tube crossections have been defined at
points on the n axis. However, it will be assumed that the neutral
axis is not necessarily on the n axis in general, but at the point
(CE , S J , C C ) on the jth crossection of segment k,i. It will be assumed
that the neutral axis and the shear center are coincident.
On the basis of the above considerations, it is clear that the
moments must be recalculated about the neutral axis;. The moments will
be designated Q1 , Q2 , and Q3.
These moments may be written its terms of the forces and moments
previously defined. Thus,
Q1 - Ql + CCP2
Q2 - Q2 -- CCP1 + C 
9 
P 2
Q3 - Q3 -
 
C 
C 
P 2	 (11.7)
We wish to find the stresses at a point C,C on the crossection as
indicated in Figure 11.3.
C
11-4
^i+li+1
Q33
Neutral Axis,
Shear Center
Q^
Pi	 Ql
&.4
4
r
•
1
r
g
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Figure 11.3. Crossection Loads and Stresses
Bending Stress
In general, the asymmetry of the non-circular crossection will
result in combined bending. Thus, a moment about one axis results in
bending about both axes. This well-known effect can be accounted for
by establishing effective bending moments. For convenience, we first
define three constants.
ki = I^ t /I9
0Using the above, the effective bending moments on the cross-
sections are
Q^	 Ql + k1Q3
1	 k3
^a
Q
Q3 + k2Q1
(11.8)
3	 k3
At a particular point t., the bending stress is then
*
b	 Q 1t "C 	 Q3 (9-C ,or. ^ 	 (11.9)
The total compressive stress is found by combining the compressive
stress arising from bending, ab with the compressive stress arising
from the force P 2 . Thus,
P2 	Ql(t-c'.) • Q3 (9 "C4)
a22 ffi A + I44	 I9C	 (11.10)
Torsional Stress
The torsional shear flow at the point (4,t) will be designated qt.
The shear flow is found readily from the torsional moment Q 3 and the
enclosed area, [A]. Thus
.
J
Q2
qt a 2 A]
The shear flow, qt , contributes to the shear stresses in two
directions.
Qt -qt cos 6
21 ti
Qt -qt sin 8
23 ti
11-6
(11.11)
F.
ti
Using Equations (11.11) and (11.8) in Equations (11.12) we obtain
e
t	 -Q2	 &i+1 _ Ci
°21
	 2 A	 Ai
t	 -Q2	 Ci+l Ci
Q23	 2 n	 Ai (11.13)
The shearing forces P1 and P3 contribute to the shear stresses
a21 and a23 . Using parameters derived in Section 5, we have
Qs P3QC
23	 I	 Ai	 Ai'
_+
i+1 i	 i' +1 -I'
21	
Itit	 Ai	 Ai'
+	 _
	
(11.14)
where the superscript s indicates that these are the shear stresses
arising from the shearing forces P 1 , and P 3 alone, and where the coefficients
in parantheses in the denomenator represent the crossectional width cut by
lines normal to the t and 4-axes, respectively, at the point at which the
stress is being; calculated.
Equations (11.14) and (11.15) are combined to establish the total
shear stress. Thus,
11-7
i-Q2 (& i+1 	 P1Q^
	
02 1 	 2 [ A ] Ai 	+	 I	 Ai	 Ai .
	
i+l	 i +	 'i'+l - Ci'
+	 P3Q^
	
23
	 2 (A Ai
	 i	 Ail
I^^
	 +	 i'+l - &i'
(11.15)
Si<<ce, as before, a13' a 	 and a33 are Zero on the crossection,
the distortion energy on an arbitrary point of crossection segment
k,i is of the same form as given in Equation (11.6).
Vo - ,L+ v ^2 + 21	 + 3	 x,(11.16)
The stress 
a22 
varies linearly on a crossection element while a219
and a22 very quadratically. Consequently, V  varies as a fourth order
polynomial on the element. The point at which the maximum value of this
polynomial occurs is the point at which the crossection element is most
severely stressed. A maximum value of V is established in this manner
for each plate element. The location of the maximum value among all the
elements is the location of the most severe stress condition on the
crossection.
f12. SECTION PROPERTIES
Circular Tube Section
In this section the properties required to establish the stresses
on a crossection are developed. For the circular tube crossection,
Figure 12.1, these are readily obtainable as follows:
I - rR3 t,	 the area moment of inertia for the crossection
A - 2wRty
	
the crossectional area
	
(12.1)
I f-
The shear stress on a circular tube is proportional to the static
moment of the area above the point at which the stress is desired and
inversely proportional to the moment of inertia and tube thickness. For
shear forces in the C-direction the proportionality factor is
2c
.	 ,
and in the C-direction, 2s-
Non-Circular Section
The non-circular section is a general n-sided polygon. The
polygonal crossection is specified by the coordinates of the vertices
in segment coordinates (at each station if the section is non-uniform)
and the thickness of the intervening plate elements as shown in Figure
12.1.
Cn 1 rt
r
i
^lp Cl
Figure 12.1. Polygonal Crossection Geometry
The area of the crossection is given by
A	 Ai
w
where
Ai W t1	 ^ i+1 91, 2 + Qi
+l ^i^2
and
9n+1 = c1' cn+l C1
The centroidal distances C,, and CC are obtained from
1 n ( gi+1 + 9) ACM	 E.^..
s^
12-2
•and
	
1	 cCi±1 +pia `^iC	 -A
Z	 2
The centroid is the neutral axis and will be assumed to be the shear
center as well.
The area moments of inertia are obtained from the area properties
defined above in combination with the area moment, of the individual
plate elements. Consider the ith plate element at station j In segment
k, i as shown in Figure 12.2.
+1
s
Figure 12.2. The ith Plate Element at Station j
in Segment k,i
The area moments of inertia of the plate crossection are derived
first about the 1-2 axes through the centroid of the plate element and
are subsequently transformed into segment coordinates. Thus, we have
a
12-3
6 y
r
.. arrow v
2Aiti
I11 s	 12
A3i
21
	
12ti
These area moments of inertia are transformed to segment coordinates
as follows;
I	 Ili +I2i +	 Ili 121 cos 20
^ i 	7;2	 1
I	 I21	 Ili sin 292	 i
I	 Ili + I2i + I2i Ili 
cos 20	 12.42	 2	 i	 ^	 )
where
sine
	
i+1 - ^i N ti
i	 Ai
cos8i
 =	
9i+l
Ai
2t
sin2Ai a 2-- 
^^+1	 i) i+li)A,
2
cos28 _ ti M
	 )2)2)1	 A2	 i+1
i
t
1.2-
•
1
Substitution of the expressions for the trigonmetric functions and
Equations (11.3) into (11.4) yields
A	 (t4 + A2 )	 (t4	 A2 ) (^	 )2 - ((,	 2
_ 
	 +
	 i+1
	
i^
	 24	
24Ai	 i
Ai - t 
I ^ ^	 12A ( ^i+1i+1 i)
2
	
A (t4 + A2 )	 (A2i - ti) 	 _	 2 - r_	
-	 12.
I	 =	 i i	 i	 i+l	 i)	 ( Ci+1 Ci )	 ( 5)
24t2	
+
	
24Ai
i
The area moments of inertia of the section are obtained from
Equations (12.5) and the moments of the areas of the plate elements
about the centroid of the section. Thus, we have
,F
i=1	 i
n	 2
+	 C:'+121 + Ci - C
	 A
C
	
i
i=1
5
n
i=1	 1
n
	
C)+ 	 '+l + i - C 	+1 +	 - C	 A2	 2
i=1
Y4
i
, 1
r
1
nn
i=1	 i
n	 2
+i+l + gi - C
	 A
2	 ^,	 i
i=1
(12.6)
In Figure 12.3, the area above C is shown crosshatched. The hori-
zontal line defined by c cuts the crossection between the vertices i and
i + 1, and between j and j + 1. QC is the absolute value of the moment
of she area above C about the centroid.
6The value of Q is obtained by interpolation from a table of values
of H^, the integral of the moment, of the area about ^ axis from one fixed
point on the crossection. Thus, if we already have the value of H C at
vertex i, we obtain H^ at an arbitrary point on plate element i as follows:
H C =H^ +f	 i	 d^
	i 	 Ci	 i+l	 i
for Ci s C s Ci+1
Using  the above, the value of H C can be found at any point on plate
element i, or N C , may be found at the same value of ^;, on element V. (?
is then found from
	
QC _	 ( HC - HC 	 HC - HC	 (12.7)
In the same manner as above,
H^ = H^ + f
i	 ^
(^-CC)Ai
dC
for	 i s F. s Ci+1.
and,
Q	 _ ) HC - H&, I =	 I H& , - HC 1	 (12.8)
n[A] =E [A]i
i=1
(12.9)
a
4
i
In order to calculate the shear flow arising from torsion, the
area inclosed by the section, [A] will be required.
[A1f
Figure 12,4. The Portion of
Corresponding
A
ilet gi a di + di+l + e
t 	 where di
i
then ^^^^ i Q 4gi (gi-di)(gi-di+,)(g:L
the Inclosed Area
to Plate Element i.
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13. CALCULATION OF SUBSEGMENT MASS PROPERTIES FROM THE
MASS PROPERTIES OF THE ELEMENTS BETWEEN STATIONS
In this section, the mass properties required in the loads
calculation will be derived from input mass properties. These include,
the total mass between station j and j -1, Am j . This mass is the total
of the mass of the crossection and any lumped mass, such as wire bundles,
and instruments between stations j and j-1. Similarly, AI  designates
the mass moment of inertia of the portion of the segment between
stations j and j-1. The remaining quantity required is ACj , the
position vector, oCj , of the center of mass of Am j.
In Section 3, the loads at station j were calculated from C j , mj,
and Ij , the mass properties of the subsegment defined by station j,
and the motion as given by the present N-Boom program. Given the mass
properties of the element between stations j-1 and J. Am j ,ACj , and the
mass properties for subsegment j-1, we can establish the required mass
properties for subsegment J. Thus, we have
M  = mj-1 + Am 
.r
^i
i
im C + Am_ J-1 J
-1 ACj
j
for
(13.1)
j	 2,3,...N on segment k , i, and ml = Aml , C1 = ACl
i
i ., and Il A110
13-2
x
i
J-
C.M. M 	 C.M, m
C•M.Am
Station N	 Station,j	 Station J-1	 Station 0
Inboard Outboard
Figure 13.1. Subsegmernt Parameters
The calculation of the moment of inertia for subsegment j from
the mass properties of subsegment J-1 and the element defined by stations
J and J-1 is slightly more complex. Referring to Figure 13.1,
Ci - Cj
-1
©ri M AC  - CJ -1	 (13.2)
The moment of inertia of su bsegment j about its center of mass is
obtained from
i3 = ij-i + AYj - mj
-1. Y (7j
-1.) J ( rj -i
- Amy
 J (®r^) J (Ark )	 1(13.3)
i
i
14. MOTION QUANTITIES REQUIRED AS INPUT TO THE STRESS
SUBROUTINE
Vector quantities obtained from the main flow of the program are
generally expressed in main body coordinates. In this section, vector
expressions are written for the vector quantities required as input to
the loads subroutine. At the end of the section the appropriate trans-
formations are defined for expressing all vector quantities in segment
k, i. coordinates.
When no lock-ups are occuring, Wq , W and a are required in the
loads subroutine. w is defined in Equation (8.14) as follows:
0 = cu + i
where	 _	 = ai el
_ ak nk + k Ak
- l el^2 l
(14.1)
for k s ns , i = 1, 2, ... nk
for n8 S k !9 na, i = 2
The angular acceleration of segment k, i is obtained by differentiation
of Equation (14.1) and is as follows:
e= u^ +ciei +ci (w X)
ak _ lyk nk Qk &(0 CO + 1 e1 
+ a ( u^ x J) + C (uu X ')
for non-paddle segments
(14.2)
14-1
iThe acceleration a of the center of mess of segment k, i is
given by	 .
2
a = D 2 ( p + k	 (14.3)T i
The first team of Egtmtion (7.3) is defined in Equation (14.19) as
follows:
sD23 	 ^2	 _+ccXp+2wx
dt	 ( dt M	 M
+1x(wxp)
Using the following definitions,
w = dt , and v = --^ --
dt M
Equation (7.4) my be written as follows
d	
-
dt
2 - v+wXp+ZwXv
+c;x(7Xp)
(14.4)
(14.5) ,
The second term in Equation (14.3) is somewhat more complex. For
non-paddle appendages and the first segments in paddle appendages,
that is, that is, for k s ns
 
11 i s nk, and n  e k s na, i = 1, we have
Ov
0
D 2 E k
i	 to X V + (ek XC k) Uk
Dt2
	 i	 1	 1
+	 Itk Ck - k g
J=l
(14.7)
While for paddle appendages ., that is, n s s k s na and i = 2
2-
-= = wX ^+viii XCZ
Dt2
+ a2 fjl X C2 + bi X vi ei
+ g2	 (14.8)
In the event of a loch.-up, all angular velocity and velocity germs
change instantaneously, while all positions remain fixed. Thus, from Equation
(7.1) we have
&b = Ato + dpi ei for non-paddles
and
7^kI = Aw + ®ai e + © 1 ^l for paddle segments 	 (14.9)
The change in the velocity of the center of mss of segment k, i is
found from Equation (8.19) to be
Vi = Dv + 4cu X (p + b )
i-1
k X+©vk	 (14.10)
J=1
14-3
^t.
f
Ak
f+l
f
6
where
0^ _	 ak	 for non-paddle segments
= Aa1 e1 + Aa2 ^l for paddle segments
Coordinate Transformations
Generally t-vo types of coordinate transformations will be required:
1) transformation of forces and torques expressed in segment k, i + 1
coordinates to segment k, i coordinates, and (2) transformation of
quantitites expressed in main body coordinates to segment k, i coordinates.
Figure 14.1. Quantities Defining Segment Position
Consider adjoining segments, segments k, i, and k, i + 1 as
shown in Figure 14.1.
r
14-4
n_
Segment k, i + 1 unit vectors may be expressed in terms of segment k, i
uni?n, vectors by means of the expressions
tk_ ^k = eki+ 1^ i	 1
Ak 	 k	 k nk
Tai+l = cos ^i+l '^i + sin ^i+l Ci
+1 = sin ai+1 1i + cos Pi+1 ^i
	 (14.11)
i
Thus, for example, if the vector r is expressed in body k, i + 1
coordinates, it may be written
nk	 nk	 k
r = rl el + r2 
'i+1 + r3 ^1+l (.14.12)
Then by means of Equation (7.11), Equation (7.12) becomes
r = r2l + (r2cosPi+1 - r3 sinpi+1)
ICI
+ ( r2 sinpi+1 + r3 cosPi+1) 
q	
(14.13)
The remaining transformation, the transformation from main body to
vegment k, i coordinates is the reverse of the ordinary transformation
pert ormed. The main body unit vectors may be defined as the columns of
a 3 X 3 matrLz Gk as follows
	
_ 
Gk	 (14.14)m	
i
r	 A
C
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where
[Gk =
 Tk 
T Di  ] T	 (14.1.5)
0
[Tk] is defined in Equation (9.6), and
1	 0	 0[,k
i	 0	 cos i	 sin
0	 -sin dil	 cos
(14.16)
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PART Il
USER'S MANUAL
i15. INTRODUCTION TO USER'S MANUAL
The four sections included in Part II of this volume comprise the
User's Manual for the program. The Nomenclature, Sections 1, 2 0
 3 9 99
10, 11, 12, and 14 of Part I in conjunction with the four sections of
Part II should provide sufficient information to the prospective user
to use the program.
It is the purpose of the User's Manual to describe the quantities
which may be input, restrictions on input format, and by example, to
illustrate the output the program produces.
Thus, Section 16 is a glossary of program input symbols, Section 17
describes how input is prepared for a test case, and Section 18 discusses
the output obtained from the test case, including graphical output as
well as printed output.
116. GLOSSARY OF INPUT SYMBOLS
The second column of Table 16.1 is a complete list of input symbols
for the program. The left column defines the input quantities in terms
of quantities defined in the Nomenclature, Part I, and subsequently used
in the derivations. The right hand column provides a brief description
of the meaning of the input syvAbol and information as to dimensions. It
is to be noted that input quantities may be input in any self-consistent
units, the only restriction being that some quantities having angular
dimensions are input in degrees, while others are input in radians.
Dimension symbols, in parenthesis in the right column, have the following
meaning: D a degrees, R = radians, F = force, L = length, and T = time.
It should be noted that although the program output is correct in any
self-consistent units, the output is labeled FT, LB, and SEC.
Table 16.1 does not provide sufficient information for the user to
understand the meaning of all the input quantities. Referral to the
Nomenclature, Part I, will clarify definitions. The coordinate frames
to which the various vectors and inertia matrices are referred are des-
cribed in detail in Section 9, Part I.
The table indicates that the data is input in five groups; these
are: the data that appears between &DIM and &END, &NXPUT and &END,
&DYNSTA and & END, & DYNSTB and $ END, and & ROCK and & END. The data
groups must be input in the ordo.r ,shown although the data within a group
may be input in any order in th.-, t group.
The means of inputting data to the program is described in further
detail, by example, in Section 17.
General Input Notes
The flag INSTR which controls the calling; of the stress package
has the following meaning when it, is nonzero:
INSTR = 1 means the stress package is to be called at every
time to print the output.
INSTR = N means the stress package is to be called at every nth
time to print.
16-1
E
6
It should be noted that each segment can have a maximum of 5
stations and each station can have a maximum of 6 vertices. Stations
are numbered from 1 to 5 starting from the outboard end of the segment
to the inboard end.
Input names which include segment and station number are assigned
as follows:
For example ^Q data for segment 9 is entered by giving the
name X19 followed by the data for the 6 x 5 matrix. Data
for segment 11 would have the name Xlll.
®I^ data for segment 3 and atation 5 would be entered using
DLI35 followed by the data for the 3x3 matrix. Data for segment
15 and station 4 would have the name DLI154.
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r17. TEST CASE INPUT DATA
The problem considered for the test case described below is that
of a satellite with two appendages, as shown in Figure 17.1. The first
appendage is a two-segment regular appendage, and the second is a paddle
appendage. Springs and dashpots act about each hinge point and no ex-
ternal forces are applied. In addition, kick-off springs are attached to
each segment. In the following pages, a physical description of the
problem is given first and the pertinent data are then transcribed onto
load sheets.
The geometric and mass data and initial conditions associated with
the main body is developed first, and this will be followed by the segment
data. The position vectors of the points of attachment of the hinges are:
al	 10^. +0y +20z
d2 ffi -lo x + 20 y+ 0 z
	 (17.1)
•
The deployment planes in this case are chosen to be radial planes.
The coordinate system fixed in the main body at each appendage attach-
ment point, appendage coordinates, are defined by the Euler angles for
each appendage. These angles, expressed in degrees, are defined as
follows:
^1 = 90 , ®1 = 900 01 = >>
^2 
c 0	
e2 = 
90 P
 932 = 0
	
(17.2)
The main body frame, x, , and zA	 , fixed at 0 is assumed to be
initially coincident with the inertial frame, thus
= 0 , bM = 0, OM ° 0	 (17.3)
17-1
•I
Figure 17.1. Test Case: Satellite with Partially
Deployed Appendages
i
r
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10
Point 0 is chosen to be fixed at the main body center of mass,
thus ,
b  s
 0
	
(17.4)
6
The initial angular velocity (degrees/sec) is exclusively about
the spin axis, x,
w	 572.9577 x+ 0 y+ z
	
(17.5)
Both segments of appendage 1 will be released at specified times,
namely, segment 1,1 at .007 sec. and segment 1,2 at .028 sec.	 The first
segment of appendage 2 is to be released at .01 sec. whereas the second
segment of appendage 2 is to be released when segment 2 of appendage 1
reaches 86.5 degrees.
The mass properties for the main body are
MM . 25
4
4000	 0	 0
IM =	 0	 2000	 0 (17.6)
0	 0	 2000
Several integers are input to specify the number and type of appendages,
and the number of segments in each appendage.	 These are in this case
r
na 2, two appendages
1, one paddle appendagenp
nl 29 2 segments in appendage 1 s
(17.7)
n
2
2, 2 segments in appendage 2
The segment data required as input to the stress routine will be
described segment by segment.
r
17-3
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Se gment 1, 1, or Segment 1
Segment 1, 1 is a uniform circular tube for which only ane station has
been defined. The subscripts for the quantities stated below represent
the station number.
AC1	 0 ti
Aml	m1	 .5
	
in
	 0	 0
All	Ii	 0	 5	 0
	
0	 0	 10
S1 0
R1
 2
t1
	.05
	
(17.8)
Segment 1,2,-
 or segment 2
Segment 1,2 is a non-uniform non-circular segment with a pentagonal
crossection at the two ends and a triangular section in the center.
The positions of the stations are given by
S1
 20
S2	 0y
s
S3 " 0
	 (17.9)
The centers of mass and mass of the elements outboard of each station
on segment 1,2 are given by
,I
17-4
nA 1 = (20
	 Aml=0
0
AC 2 =	 15	 Amt = .2
0
AC3 =	 S , Am3 = .2,	 (17.1n)
0
and the corresponding inertias are
	
10	 0	 0	 10	 0	 n
ail = 0 9, Az2 =	 0	 20	 0	 AI3 =	 0	 20	 0	 (17.11)
	
0	 0 30	 0	 0 30
From Equations (17.10) and (17.11) it is clear that the over-all
inertia matrix for segment 1,2 must be
25	 0	 0
	
I2 = Ail + Al3 +	 n	 0	 0
0	 0	 25
	
45	 0	 0
=	 0	 40	 0	 (17,12)
	
0	 0	 85
The crossections at stations 1, and 3, the two ends of the segment,
are assumed to be identical )pentagons 2.52 inches on a side and are de-
fined as follows:
0k	 FQ rx tR	 .15
1	 2.15 0
2	 .67 2. X14
3	 -1.74 1.26
4	 -1.74 -1.26
5	 .67 -2.04 (17.13)
While at station 2 on segment 1, 2 the crossection is an equilateral
triangle 10 inches on a side and is defined as follows:
Q R ^ tQ	 .05
1	 4.33 n
2	 -4.33 5
3	 -4.33
-5 (17.14)
Segment 2,1, or Segment 3
The first segment of the paddle appendage, segment 2,1, is a uniform
circular tube segment of radius 2 inches,
	 .05 inches thick, and 2n inches
long.	 The centers of mass and mass of the elements outborad of each station
on segment 2,1 are given by
0
4C1	 (20	 1 0	 S1 20
o
®C2	 10	 Amt .5	 S2 0
while 10 0	 0 
Al = (O] ,	 and Al	 i^ 0 5	 0
0 0	 10
and 	 R1	 'R272, t i a t2 a .05 (17.15)
17-6
iSegment 2, 2, or Segment 4
The paddle segment, segment 2,2,	 is rectangular in crossection.
One station to defined at the inboard end.	 For segment 2,2 we define
0
©"`l .	 (20	 ©ml	 .2 sl 0
20 0	 0
All - [121 0 10	 0 (17.16)
0 0	 20
and crossection parameters as follows:
I	 ti t
1	 20 l .05
2	 -20 1 .1
3	 -20 -1 .05
4	 20 -1 .1 (17.17)
Finally, for all segments
CM ® . 1, vi . .3 , and Ek1 06• 30 Wing (17.18)
Table 17.1 and equations following present the segment data that
is required if motion alone is required, or if motion and segment stress,
are-both required.
17-7
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Table 17.1. Additional Segment Properties (Segment i, Apnendage k)
k-1 k-1 k-2 ks2
In u _Qu ty i-1 1-2 i•1 i-1
The length of segment k,i 20 20 20 40
ki (in.)
Component of segment center 10 10 10 20
of mass Location, C 	 (in.)
1(2)
The mass of segment k,i, mk .5 .4 .5 .5
(lb/sect/in.)
The dashpot parameter of -.001 -.001 -.001 -.001
the dashpot acting about
hinge k,i,	 k
n1(2 )
The stiffness of the spring -.4 -.1 -.4 -.4
acting about hinge k,i,
K 	 (lb in/radian)
Spring pre-load angle --2n 3.29- -20 -150
9i
 (degrees)
Release option IREL 0 0 0 2
RELTB X007 .028 .01 86.5
ar
k	 (degrees)
i
Lock-up angle of segment k, i 0 360 0 > leo
Ss	(degrees)
i
Ini'Lial segment position, 90 270 90 90
a,, (degrees
Segment number (N-) 1 2 3 4
17-A
ir
The moments of inertia of the segments is expressed in segment
coordinates about the segment center of mass. These parameters must
be consistent with the mass properties input to the stress package.
Thus,
	
10	 0	 0
I 1 *	 0	 5	 0
l	 0	 0	 in
	
45	 0	 0
Ia	 0	 40	 0
	
0	 o	 85
	
10	 0	 n
[2]*_
	 0	 5	 0
	
0	 0	 10
	
20	 n	 0
I 2 *	 o	 to	 0
2	 o0	 2n
	
.	 (1.7.19)
The data as presented in the preceding pages is shown entered on
load sheets on the following pages. All symbols which designate various
sections, such as & DIM, & END, etc., must appear on separate cards with
the &-s mbol appearing in card column 2. Other in p uty	 	 	 p quantities describing
the various parameters of the system may appear in any order with one or
more such input quantities on one card.
''J
p
S
3
ADate
	
	
Page	 of
COMPUTATION AND DATA REDUCTION CENTER
Name	 Priority
Problem No,	 NAMELIST INPUT FORM	 Keypunched by	 ... ...
No. of Cards	 1	 Verified by
TITLES	 COMMENTS
+ DIM
NA-2,IXYZ-0vIAB=1j NP-1,N^
+ END
+NXPUT
INSTR•3,
BETAIK-4*0L
'.O—P---
SIGIK-4*0.0,
ALIK-90.0,270-0*90.0v90.0s
0
10
ii
s
Dote	
_.._	 Paps .....___._. of
COMPUTATION AND DATA REDUCTION CENTER
Name	 Priority
Problem No.	 _	 NAMELIST INPUT FORM
	 Keypunched by
No. of Cards
	 -	 '	 Verified by .... .
TITLES	 COMMENTS
20.0,
CNIK (192)•10.0, CNIK( 2,2)•10.0,CNIK(392)=10.O,CNIK(4,2)-20.0,
EMMw25.0,
HM=4000.09?*0.092000.093*0.092000.0,
BBMs3*0.0,l
x-1.0,
EKBAR=3*0.0,
FTBAR=3*0.0,FTHAT=3*0.0,FT=0.0,
G=0.0,
RIK1=20.0,0.0,10. 0,10.0,0.0,10.0910.0018.000.0,10.0,18.0,-500,
SIK1.0.0 10.0,2. 0,O.Ot20.0,0.0t0.0t2O.OoO o 0,0o0,0.0,5oOt
AES-10.0,—.2t0.0,0.0,4.Ot-.5,.05t0.01ot—.02,0.0,0.0,20.0,—.6,0.0,0. 0,
.a
f^
6
r
Date
Name
Problem No.
No, of Cards
TITI.Es
COMPUTATION AND DATA REDUCTION CENTER
Priority
NAMELIST INPUT FORM	 Keypunched by
1	 Verified by _
Paps --
	
of
COMMENTS
DELM(1,2)-.00i,DELM(1,3)-.001,
T1-.05,T2-5*.15,0.0,3*.05,3*0.0,5*.15,T3-.05,5*0.0,.05,5*0.0,T4-.05,.1,.05,.1,
2*0.0,
x12-2.15,.67,-1.74,-1.74,.67.O.o,4.33,-4.33,-4.33,3*0.0,2.15,.67,-1.74,-1.74,
.67,A.0,
X14®20.0,-20.0,-20.0920.0,
ZETA2-0.0,2.04,1.26,-1.26,-2.04,0.0,0.0,5.0,-5.0,3*0.0,0.0,2.04,1.26,-1.26,
-2.04,
ZETA4cl.09i.09-1.0,-1.09
CM-4*.1,
XNU-0.3,
E-4*30.OE6
Mcmeai _ z_9_9.
kr
Date
Name
Problem No.
No, of Cards
TITLE:
Page ___ of _,. __ _.
COMPUTATION AND DATA REDUCTION CENTER
Priority—__
NAMELIST INPUT FORM	 Keypunched by
'	 Verified by _._._... . __... ..__...._.
COMMENTS
HZ0-.001, EU1c0.5E-3,ELlw,L.OE- 5,HMIN=.001,HMAX-O.lE6,TZ0-0.0,
TF:1.0,LSTEPv,150,SEGSTTw7*0.0,
+END
r
C"
ICJ:''
C"3
x
0
.+
The elements of an array may be input in order ,  e.g., the elements of
ALIK may be input in the
l ' a21'
order of increasing N: al1, al20 
. . o a
n
n	 n2	 2	 a n	 la	 a
21"s  	 an	 ,	 *se t 	 al	, a2 ,	 ...	 a2 nn
Alternatively, elements of an array may be input individually, e.g.,
ALIK(2) a3,, ALIK(4) - a2, etc.	 The inertia matrices of the segments may
be input in the same manner except that each element of the array now con-
sists of a series of nine numbers.	 The elements of the inertia matrix are
read by rows.
Other properties of NAMELIST input are that input quantities and
symbols are separated by coxmnas, each line of data is terminated by a
comma, a series of equal quantities may be input by use of the symbol *,
e.g., OX means X,X,X,X, and symbols beginning with the letters I. J0
K, L, M, N must be input as integers while other quantities are input in
floating point format.
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18. TEST CASE OUTPUT
The following pages are a portion of the output of the program gener-
ated by the load sheets developed in the last section. The output includes:
(1) an output of the input quantities (2) printout of the results; an d(3)
graphical output. All of the output in (1) and (3) are included in this
report, as well as a representative sample of (2).
The output of the input quantities is generally self-explanatory. The
numbers in each array are output in the order in which they are input.
The parameters EU and EL are used to control the accuracy with which
the RKAM subroutine obtains the numerical solution of the differential
equations. Specifically, these parameters govern the halving and doubling
of the integration step-size while ib the Adams-Moulton mode. If the
absolute value of the difference between the predicted and corrected values
of all of the variables being integrated is less than EL, the step-size is
doubled, whereas, if any of these differences is greater than EU the step-
size is halved.
T is the time at which the simulation is initiated, R is the nominal
step-size, HMAX is the maximum step -size allowed, and HMIN is the minimum
step-size allowed.
Table 18.1. List of Output Symbols
Output Symbol
TIME
NUMBER OF STEPS
TIME STEP
APP
SEG
BETA
BETA DOT
DETA DDOT
ALPHA
ALPHA DOT
ALPHA DDOT
Description or Meaning in
Terms of Symbols Defined in
The Nomenclature
Current value of time in the simulation
Number of time steps taken since
initial time
The next increment in simulated time to
be attempted by the numerical routine
Appendage number (K)
Segment number (I)
The current value of 0k1.
The current value of Ai
The current value of 
.A i
The current value of ol i
The current value of a
The current value of 'a
F•
RELEASE LOCK-UP STATE VECTOR -1, 0, 1 means hinge k, i is unreleased,
f in motion, or locked, respectively
SPRING DASHPOT TORQUE The current value of Qki
KICK-OFF SPRING FORCE The current value of
EXTENSION OF KICK-OFF SPRING The current value of xi
IN MAIN BODY COORDIVATES COME Designates thex, y, and z components
X, Y, 2 of vectors referred to main body
coordinates
6 
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i
Output Symbol
OMEGA
OMEGA DOT
MASS CTR POSITION
IN INTERTIAL COORDINATES
COMP x, Y, z
.N
r4
r
1
Table 18-1. Description of Symbols Defined
in Nomenclature (Continued)
Description or Meaning in
Terms of Symbols Defined in
the Nomenclature
The current value of w
The current value of w
The current value of '9
Designates the X, Y, Z, components of
vectors referred to the inertial coor-
dinate system
i
REFERENCE PT POSITION
MASS CTR POSITION
MASS CTR VELOCITY
MASS CTR ACCELERATION
ANGULAR MOMENTUM
LINEAR MOMENTUM
The current
The current
The current
The current
The current
The current
value
value
value
value
value
value
of p
of p+5
of P/MT
of FJMT
of Ho
of P
KINETIC ENERGY
	
The current value of T
NUTATION ANGLE
	
The current value of
cos 
1 Ha(o) . x/ ^H0^
If
4
Table 18.1. Description of Symbols Defined
in Nomenclature (Continued)
Description or Meaning in
Terms of Symbols Defined in
Output Symbol
	
the Nomenclature
APP k SEG i	 CIRCULAR	 Sub-title preceding stress and loads
NON-CIRCULAR
	
	
data for each segment indicating
segment number and shape
STATION j Heading preceding block of output for
station j of segment k,i
ANG The angle, in 900
 Increments, measured
from the segment 9-axis to which the
stress output corresponds.
XI-Q The $ - coordinate at a 900
 point on
the segment crossection
^	 ZETA-Q The C - coordinate at a 90° point on
the segment crossection
SIGMA22 1 SIGMA21 9
 AND The stresses in the no C and Z directions,
SIGM23 respectively, on a plane normal to the
n-axis at a 900 point.
PRINCIPAL STRESS The eigenvalues of the stress tensor
SIGMA-11, SIGMA-22 9 defined by o2I , 0230 0221 above, at
SIGMA-33
each 900 point
Q-BAR The C, n and C - components of the
moment at this station.	 j
P-BAR The g , n and G - components of the
force at this station.
THETA-MAX The angular position measured from	 to	
{
the most severe combined stress corndl-,,
Lion if this is a circular segment.
SIGMA 22-MAX, SIGMA-21-MAX, The stress components at the paeition
and SIGMA 23-MAX of the most severe combined stre:sc
condition on the crossection.
XI-MAX, ZETA-MAX The coordinates, 4 9 t 9 of the position
of the most severe combined stress
condition on a non-circular section.
V
f
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Stress Package Error Processing
Since there are no iterative calculations where a non-convergence
problem might occur and the input data is relatively simple to enter,
only two typea of errors are checked in the stress package. A test is
made for the correct entry of key counters in the input data and a
test is made for a divisor to be zero before any division is performed.
An error in the input counters terminates the processing of the case.
If a divide check occurs, the result in question is set to 4 and pro-
cessing continues. In either isituation an error message is printed out
describing the problem. The error messages for input errors immediately
follow the printing of the input data. The error messages for divide checks
are interspersed with the data output.
A. INPUT ERROR CHECKS
All input checking and printing of messages is completed
before processing of the case is discontir►ued.
1. If the number of stations in NSTA for a segment has
not been entered or exceeds 5, then an error message
is printed in the format:
N_ STA°-n IS NOT FILLED IN 2R IS TOO LARGE
where n is the segment number.
10
l6
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B. COMPUTATIONAL CFECKS
A best for possible divide checks is made in all computational
sections. The section where the divide check could occur is
identified as well as the name of the quantity being computed.
There is a different message for each section. In a case where
this occurs, an error message in one of the following formats
Is printed:
i. DIVIDE CHECK IN MASS AND AREA ROUTINE-COMPUTTNC
	 SEG
MENT	 STATION
2. DIVIDE CHECK IN DADS ROUTINE-COXPUTING
	 SEGMENT
STATION
3. DIVIDE CHECK IN CIRCULAR SEG STRESS ROUT NE-COMPUTINr
SEGMENT	 STATION
4. DIVIDE CHECK IN NON-CIRC SEG STRESS ROb TINE -COMPUTING
SEGMENT _ _ STATION
The six blanks immediately following the word computing are
filled with the program name of the quantity being computed
For example, SG2290 for c2290 would be printed if either A, or
I were 0. The current seg^menP
 and station numbers are printed
as shown.
lr
Prog. Symbol	 Eng. Sp o l	 Equation No.
CMBAR	 C^	 13.1
K	 K1 1 rt2 , K3	 Page 11-5
QSTAR
	 Q*, Q3	 11.9
D	 For noncir. Sag.	 Not in manual (depen-
dent on maximum Vo with-
in a plate element)
XIM ZETA	 For noncir. Seg.	 Calculation of max E and
A	 (A]	 12 .8
SIGMA22	
a22	 11 .3 or 11.11
SIG21-23
	
a21,a23	 1.1.4 or 11.14
VSUBO	 Vo	 . 1.6 or 11.15
C.	 TOO MANY ARITHMETIC ERRORS
If more than a predetermined number of arithmetic errors occur,
a
the following message is printed and the case is discontinued:
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ARITHMETIC EMORS.	 CASE IS DISCONTINUED
D.	 TABLE SEARCH ERRORS
The chance of any of th®se errors occurring should be minimal.
	 This
would arise only if the input ;.data describes meaningless geometric
figures in computing the area and mass properties.
3 If one of these errors ocrurs.the program stops and an identification
digit is dispaayec.	 The following is,
 a list of these errors, their
r	
Ay meaning and associated display, digit
t
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rDisplay
	 Meaning
1. Given C 
Qk 
,C 
0-Mm 
and C 
Qn+I 
cannot be
found within the CQ table such that
s	 sC	 orb ;L.zC
% Qk Qm+1	 Qm Qk %+3.
The same situation could occur for the
^Q table also.
2. 2	 Each Gantry in the CQ table is equal
to each other thus defining the cross-
section as a straight line. Same thing
could occur in the C  table.
3. 10	 A 4R and ^Z+1 cannot be found in this
C table such that 4Q is !g C 4 and CQ+l
is CC . This can also occur in the C
table.
4.	 11	 A C k and cQ+1 cannot be found in the
C table such that ;9 is Z CC and 9+1
is >C- . This can occur in the table
 tAPLT QUANTITIES
THE TOTA L: NUh18[R OF APPFNDAGES 0	 2
NUMBER OF PAOCL F, APPENDAGES N 1
TOTAL NUMBER OF I INKS A	 4
LINKS
	
PER APPENDAGE a
	 2 2
THE MASS OF TI- F MAIN RODY 0	 C * 25000CCOF
	 C2
VECTOR TO ORIGIN (IF APPOW)AGE C:1OR	 tNATES	 (FT) FROM ORIGIN OF MAIN tit1DY	 COORDINATES
THE	 D BAR K	 ARRAY
0. 10000000E 02 -00100CI MCF 02	 300
0.20000000E 02	 C.2 ,^1'00^ 100E 112	 a. r
4
EULER ANGLES USED TO FXPRFSS APPENDAGE UNIT VECTORS IN MAIN 800Y CQCRDTNATES	 IDEG1
THE	 PSIS	 THFTAq	 PHI	 ARRAY
0.90000000E 02	 090 1.9C.000CCCE 02
09900'00000E ^2	 r.0 000
LENGTHS OF APPENDAGE SEGMENTS trT!
T HE
	 L	 SUP	 IrK	 ARRAY
0.20000000E
	
02	 0#701C	 '10.0E 42	 0.20000000E 02
0.40003OOOE 02
MASS OF APPENDAGE SEGMENTS ( SLUGS)
THE	 M SUB T # K	 ARRAY
0.50000000E 00	 0.35Q99lP8E CO	 0.50C000CCE 00
0.50000000E 00
INERTIA MATRICES OF APPENDAGE SEGMENTS (SLLG —FT 	 S91	 IN'SF.GMENT C(,CR[JINATES
THE	 I PRIME	 ARRAY i
0.10000000E 02	 0.0 000
000
	 0.5C000001E 01	 090
000	 000 0.10CC0000E 02
THE	 I PRIME	 ARRAY
0* 45000000`E 12	 0 * 0 000
0 * 0	 09400007n0E 02	 OsO
i 000	 0.0 0.E5CC00CCE 02
THE	 I PRIME
	
ARRAY
0.10000000E 02	 0.0 ('.0
000	 0*50OIC301F 01	 0.0
0 0	 0.0 1*1COCOCOCE 02
THE	 I PRIME 	 ARRAY
•{".`	 < 0.20000000E 02
	 Q O 0.0
000
	
06100001000 02	 1*0
000
	
000 0.2CCC0000E 02
VECTOR TO CENTER QF" MASS I FT 1 OF APPENDAGE SEGNENT5 
THE
	 C SUR 1 9K	 ARRAY
0.0
	
0aIOf;O1lA00E 02	 0.0
,,
p
kINERTIA: M.ATR IX OF MAIN BODY l SLUG-FT S©1 IN MAIN BODY COCROI NATES
LHE .	 I SUB M
	
ARR AY
	
0.40000000E 04 0.0
	 000
	
..0 001	 0 * 2000010CE 04 0.0
	
0.0
	
0.0
	 O.20ACOCQOE 04
CENT..ER _Of MASS OF MAIN BODY (FT) IN MAIN P.. CGY COORDINATES
T HF	 8 BAR M	 ARRAY
000	 000	 000
DASH POT PARAMETERS (FT LB SEC •SQ r FT LB SEC • FT LB 9 FT L81
THE	 0 SUB I9K	 ARRAY
U.0	 -0.99999993E-03 0.0
00.0	 0.0	 0.g5999993E-03
000
	 e00	 000
	
-0.999999.93E-03 0.0
	
000
000
	 -00'99q999,JE-03 090
0.0
SPRING PARAMETERS ( AFT LIB 9 FT -LBO
THE
	 K SUB I* K 	 ARRAY
000	 -0.39999998E 00 0*0
-0.99999984E-01 090
	 -0..39999998E 00
0.0	 -0*3 999999 8E 00
MAIN- BODY ATTACHMENT POINT OF KICKOFF SPRING I
T HE
	 R 1 IK	 R 2 LK	 R3I K ARRAY
0.20000000E 02 0.0	 0*100000OOE 02
0.10000000E 02 0.0	 09100000CCE 02
0910000000E 02 0.18000 000E 02 090
0.10000000E 02 0.18000,00{ E X72 -0.5COCC000E 01
SEGMENT ATTACHMENT POINT OF KICKOFF SPRING 1
T HE	 S l IK S 21K	 S3I K ARRAY
000 0* 10000000E 02
	
0.20000CCOE 01
0 0 092000O ICCE
 02	 0.0
000 Co,V,000'10CE ' 02	 0.0
Yr
e
000 000	 005000CoCOE 01
r.,
SPRING ; CONSTANTS FOR K ICKOFF SPR INC I {
THE	 AES ARRAY
0.10000000E 02 -09199 g 9909E 'CO
	 0s 0 0 0	 .
0 40000000E 01-09500004nc z , 00 	 0.49999997E-01 0*0
0.10040000E 'O1 -^0.2'0000)00E-01
	
0 * 0 0 0'
0.20000000E 02 -0.59'999996E 00	 0.0 0 0
^.. DISENGAGEMENT ,LENGTH, Of K;tCKL7Ff SPRING I x	 ,
•r
THE
	
X SUR F IK	 ARRAV
00900000JOF 01
	
0.1100clonF	 02 O.Sr.Crt Vol! 02
0.30000000E 01
s
CASH POT PRE LOAC ANGLES (RADIANS)
' THE
	
GAMMA SUB 1 9 K 	 ARRAV
000	 Q.0 110
0.0
SPRING PRE LOAD ANGLES (RADIANS)
THE
	
THETA SUB IvK	 ARRAY
-0.20000000E 02 -0020001CCE 03 -0.2CCCOCCOE 02
-0.15000000E 03
t
INITIAL MAIN BODY ANGULAR RATES (DEG/SEC)
THE	 OMEGA	 ARRAY
y 099729STS2E 03	 C.0 O.n
INITIAL SEGMENT POSITIVNS (DEG)
THE	 ALPHA SUR IrK	 ARRAY
0.90000000E 02	 0.2700000OF 03 499CO000CCE 02
0,.90000000E 02
THE BETA SUB I9K	 ARRAY
...._0.0._ 0.0 000
0.0 i
.INITIAL SEGMENT ANGULAR RATES (DEG/SEC)
.I_HE .. - .'..SIGMA SUB, IjK	 ARRAY
000 G.Q 000
cam.
T.HE_. TAU SUB I 9 K	 ARRAY
000 000 000
rf
N
s
r
a.teoa^c4oE o3
ACC ELERATDIN VF GVAVITV IFI/SEC S01
0
1.0
UNIT VECTOR FROM 'THE ')IkFrYl(JIJ OF THE CENTER OF THE FORTH TO SPACECRAFT IN INERTIAL COOP MNATES
THE 0IRECT11W OF (-
n .a	 f'.0	 t. C
THRUST MAGNITUDE ILHI
THE FT
1.0
THRUSTJIRECTMN IN VAIN finoV CUORDINA7ES
THE FT UP, IT VECT')t+
n.0
	 r".0	 C.0
VECTOR 1'O POINT OF AN(>E.ICATION OF THRUST IFTI IN MAlh F!f'{)Y CCOROINATF;S
THE POSITION OF THkLST
0.0
	 0."	 C. C
THE TIME OF THRUST INITIATION (SEC)
THE T INITIAL
1e 0
THE TIME OF THRUST TFRMINATI :N (SFC)
T HE T F IN AL
0.0
C",
: s
INPUT FCR STRESS CALCULATI(INS
MATRIX - CMN
l J 1
1 1 0.99999 964E-01
2 1 M999999Q64E-01
3 1 0.99999Q64E-01
4 1 0.99999964E-01
MATRIX - XNU
I J 1
1 1 002949999SE CP
2 1 0.299999Q5E CC
3 1 09294n99Q5E 0C
4 1 0.?999999gs 04
MATRIX - E
t J L
1 1 0.3000000OF 08
2 1 0001,1390CE C9
3 1 000111COCE 08
4 1 003000000CF 09
MATRIX - NSTA
I J 1
1 1 1
2 1 3
3 1 2
4 1 1
.y MATRIX - ICIR
f J 1
_ 1 1 0
2 1 1
3 1 0
4 1 1
MATRIX - R
1 J 1 2 3 4
1 1 0.20000030E X31 0.0 0.200006000 01 C.0
2 1 000 000 0.2 0000000 F„ 01 000
3 1 000 000 000 000
4 1 000 000 0.!) 0 00
5 1 000 060 000 100
MATRIX - OEtM
f J 1 2 3 4
1 1 0#50000000E 00 0.99959993E-03 0.99999993E-03 0.19999999E'00
2 l 000 0.19959999E 00 0.5000000OF 00 000
3 1 1"0 0.19959999E 00 000 coo
4 1 0 0.0	 - Q.0 090
5 1 10 0.0 X *0 0 0
Aft
$-43
f}
C
!.
0
r
MATRIX — NVER
J J 1 2 3	 4
1 1 1 5 1	 4
2 1 0 3 1	 0
3 1 0 5 0	 0
4 1 0 0 0	 Q
S 1 0 Q 0	 0
r
MATRI X - S
i
I J 1 2 3 4
1 1 A.0 092COC(IC30E	 02 0.20000000E 02 000
2 1 000 Os IOCC00CCE	 02 000 090
3 1 009 000 0.0 1100
4 1 lee 000 000 000
5 1 0.o 000 0 .0 000
MATRIX — DSLCI
I J 1
1 1 0.0
2 1 O.100Q000CE 02
3 '1 0.0
MATRIX - T1
I J 1
1 1 O.k999g59^E-01
2 1 0.0
3 1 300
4 1 0.0
5 1 0.0
6 1 0.0
MATRIX - Yl l
I J 1
1 1 0 .0
2 1 0*0
3 1 000
4 1 00
5 1 0.0
6 1 00
MATRIX - IETA1
L J 1 '
1 1
A
000
2 1 0.0
3 1 ,0.0
4 1 6.0
5 1 0.0
6 1 0.0
MATRIX — OL 111
t J 1' 2 -	 3
1 1 0.1`00000. 0E 02 0.0 000
2 1 0.0 O.g000000QE 01 00
3. 1 1)90 000 01000A000E 02
MAT RI X	 DELI<2
l 0.0' !?. 0 001.., 0.,0000000E 02 0.15+JCf►QdCE o2 0.50900000E 01
3.q 044 0.0
.^-14
Ai
2
0.49999997E-01
09499S9997E-01
0.49999997E-01
7.0
0.0
0.0
I J 1
1 1 0.21499996E 31
2 1 0.66999996E CO
3 1 -0.17399598E 01
4 1 -0.17399998E 01
5 1 0.66999996E 00
6 1 0.0
t J 1
1 1 0.0
2 1 0.20403000E 01
3 1 0.12599493E 01
4 1 -0.125Q9993E 01
5 1 -0.20400000E 01
6 1 0.0
I	 J	 1	 2
1	 1	 090	 000
2	 1	 000	 0.0
3	 1	 000	 000
I	 J	 1	 2
1	 1	 0.1000004CE 02	 0. C
2	 1	 000	 7.2000CCOOE 02
3	 1	 040	 000
I	 J	 1	 2
i	 i	 O.1Ca)0r00F 02	 0.f1
2	 1	 000	 0.2000OCOOE 02
3	 1	 O.n	 000
I	 J	 1	 2
1	 1	 0.0	 O.O
2	 1	 0.2000000 OF 02
	
Oo l OOOCCO'CE 02
3	 1	 000	 000
MATRIX - T2
3
0.14999998E 00
0.14999998E 00
0.14999998E 00
0.1499999SE 00
0.1499999AE 00
0.0
MATRIX - XI2
3
0.21499996E 01
0.66999996E 00
•0. T13 99 99 8 E 01
-0.17399998E 01
0.66999996E 00
0.0
MATRIX - LETA2
3
0.0
0.20400000E 01
0.12599993E 01
-0.12599993E 01
-0.20400000E 01
0.0
MATRIX - OLI21
3
0.0
0.0
0.0
MATRIX - DL 122
3
0.0
0.0
0.30000000E 02
MATRIX - DL 123
3
0.0
coo
0030000000E 02
MATRIX - DE LC3
MATRIX - T3
I J 1
1 1 4.144.9959 8E AQ
2 1 Ool4999999E 00
3 1 0.14949598E OC
4 1 O, l4999S98E 00
5 1 0.14999898E 00
6 1 0 .0
2
0.w32S9S99E 01
0.43299S99E 01
-0.432S999SE 01
0.0
0.0
0.0
2
0.0
015CO000OOE 01
-0.5COCC000E 01
0.0
090
8. 0
i,.	
I J 1 2
1 1 0.49999597E-01 0.45SS91997E-01
2 1 0.t? 100
3 1 000 000	 .T
4 1 000 t1.0
5 1 C.1 loow	 6 1 00 00
18-15
0r
MATRIX — X13
I J 1 ?.
COO a. n
2 1 010 08 003 1 060 09 0
4 1 000 000
5 1 000 00 0
6 1 coo 000
MATRIX — ZETA3
i J 1 2
1 1 coo 1)00
2 1 001 000
3 1 0 10 0.0
4 1 0.0 900
3 1 coo loo
6 1 000 090
MATRIX — OL 131
I J 1 2 3
1 1 0.0 000 000
2 1 000 NO 000
3 1 000 000 000
MATRIX - OL132
I J 1 2 3
1 I 0.1 01100 0 0 0E 02 000 000
2 1 000 0•05000CCOCE 01 000 r
3 1 000 000 0* 1000000CE 02
MATRIX — DELC4
I J 1
1 1 0. 0
2 1 O.2000OCOOE 02
3 1 0.0
MATRIX — T4
1 J 1 ^:
1 1 0.49999g9TE-01
2 1 0.99999964E-01
3 1 0.49999997E-01
4, 1 0.99999964E -01
S 1 0.0 j
1 0.0
. MATRIX — XI4
1 1 0.20000000E 02
2- ...1_..	 __ 70.20000900E 02
3 1 -Oo20000000E 02
4..,n..,.1.... ...., 0.2,0000000E 02
5 1 0.0
i
18-i6 r
PMATRIX - ZETA4
t J 1
i t n. i o0a0n;^r,E ^ t
2 1 0.10010010E 01
3 1 -n. tcooa0UCE 01
4 1 -091001000CE 01
5 1 0.0
6 1 3.7
MATRIX - OLI41
I	 J
	
1
	
2
1	 1
	 0.20300 300E 0 2 	 0.0
	 0.0
2	 1
	
0.0
	
o.104CCOCCE 02
	 0 _ n
3	 1
	
0.0
	
000	 00 "1 000000 E C2
It
6T1Mt	 O.t)	 NtN•19F'A ur	 STEPS	 0	 TIN= SfEP	 0.99r99S9F-03
` APPCt^01GE MOTICN
APP	 SFG	 4ETA	 fir TA Dill	 BETA 0001 ALPHA ALPHA CDT	 ALPHA DDAT
ICIFGI
	 (A@G/ 5CC
 
1	 IDEG / SEC	 S01 10EGI IDFG/SEC 1	 IDFG/SFC	 CQI
1 1	 q.Q('JOF 01
	 ^.?	 000 Q.ACC (iF ft 000 A.0
1 ?	 1.0000F. C2
	
%j	 000 2070(0	 C2 C.0 ^.0
1 1	 903)OE O1	 r.0	 0.9 99CPC10F" ( t G 00 0.#1
7 2	 Q.CCc?C.	 f1 1	 ^.J	 000 99(RC•CF fl 0.0 030 f)
APP	 SEG	 RF.LFASF LICK -UP 	 5914ING UAIIHPOT	 TORQUE KICKCFF SPRING FOPCF FX-EMSll1N nF
STATE VF.C,TPU	 FT LI4 1. Ps of IC,df ar	 SPPINr..
1 1	 -1	 4.Ee69F.-01 004MCCIF 00 P.OI)t)nF
	 9n
1 2	 -1	 2* 643 !j6 -01 4 .Cm('C#F.
	 01 t.A00ne 9t
? 1	 -1	 -4.FAe")E-01 9.4&440F-01 ?.9AAAF 09
2 2	
-1	 4.1PFOE-01 1.RRPCF 01 2.9000E G(j
' SYSTEM MOTION
IN MAIN Ar)0V CtiDR01NATFS
COMP	 OMEGA	 OMFGA DOT	 MASS CTR
PCSITION
IRAQ/SECT	 IRAD/SFC	 S01	 IFTI
X	 1	 rP ^•OF.	 41	 - 1.1'!1'?F-02	 1.22611E 00
Y	 0.3	 -10JgPPE	 CL	 7.4349E-01
7	 n.n	 0.467CF CC	 6.6914E-01
IN INERTIAL
	 COORDINATES
COMP	 REFERENCE	 MASS CPR	 MASS CTR	 MASS CTR ANGULAR LINEAR
PT D OS IT V 	 P()SITION	 VFLCCITV	 ACC EL ER ATIVN MCMFNTIIN MOMENTUM
OFT)	 IFTI	 IFT/SFCI
	
OFT/SEC S01 (L" SEC FT fl.8 SECI
X	 0.r	 1076RE 00	 0.0	 000 498031F C4 000
V	 A.0	 7.4349E-91
	
-6.6919E GO	 0.0 -2.7540E 0	 - 1.8000E 02T
2	 000	 6.69,14E-01	 7.4345E	 00	 0.0 -3.3792E 03 2.000OF 02
f"
4
Tf KINETIC ENERGVN	 2041111F C9
s `t
w` NUTATION	 ANGLF 1D-"GI
	
S.tRE3C	 110
i;
t
Y
r4 '
	
r
EUL ER ANGLES t DEG 1	 PSI
	
1HE TA
	
PHI
0.0
	 000	 00 0
MAIN BODY FIXED UNIT VECTORS
X	 Y
1.O0000E 00	 000
000
	
1. CICCCE 30
0.0	 000
z
0.4
0.0
1.0000C E Cf^
1TIME 0.6.9 00c99h- 11 7	 IU'4PER or 51C a 5	 6	 Timr STFP	 f.rac9wa7F-r3
APPCAOAGE MOTICN
APP SFG PETA RFTA DOT
	
BETA DOOT ALPHA ALPHA CDT	 ALPHA OrlOT
1uEr,I mrc. /SE4 )	 IDEG/SEC SQ) IDF.GI IDEG/SECI	 IDEG/SFC	 SW
1 9.(!h,)OF	 CL ?. 1	 0.0 a.0f(or- n ► 0.0 0107
L 2 1.A	 f-)F	 r, 7 )	 C.0 7.7"Of F7 0.0 040
2 1 9.oR^ ^E c I c. 1	 000 O.fir00E	 (LI 0.0 060
2 2 9 01 r o.J	 0.0 9.0^(OF Dl 0.0 0.0
APP SEG RELEASE LOG IC-UP	 SPRING UASIIPCT TnROUE Kir,KRFF SPRING C nRCE FK/6NSTnN OF
STATE VF.CTUQ FT LR LOS WI(PaF SPRING
I 1 0 -4.FP69E-01 0.4GnOF for 00000F 00
1 2 -1 2.4485E-n1 4.00rf+E M r l.onnne 01
2 1 -1 -4.QF69E-01 9.6009[-01 2.0040E 00
2 2 -1 4.1RPBE-01 1.PRrrF 01 2.00mOE 00
ZYSTEM MCTION
IN MAIN 900Y cpo4 nINATES
COMP OMEGA OMEGA 001 MASS CTR
POSITION
IRAQ/SFCI IRAQ/SEC	 SO) I°T)
x 9.9995E n0 -1.4112E-01 1.2268E 00
Y -7.5137E-07. -1.?e77E	 01 7.43.49E-01
d 5.7934E-02 8.0e37E CC 6.6914E-Al
IN INERTIAL COORDINATES
	
COMP REFERENCE
	
MASS CTR
	
PT POSITION
	
POSITION
IFTI	 (FYI
	
X 3.2854E-14	 /.22e QE 00
	
Y 1.5597E-03	 7.0377E-01
	
Z 1.3342E-03	 7.1410E-01
MASS CIA
VFLOC 1 TV
IFT/SECT
-5.9272C-08
-6069140 00
7.4349[ GO
MASS CTR
	
ANGULAR
ACCEI,ERATION	 MCMENTUM
IFT/SEC SO) ILR SEC FYI
000	 4.8031E P4
000	 -2.7546E 03
000	 -3.3792E 03
LINEAR
MOMENTUM
14B SECT
-1.5944E-06
-1.8000E 02
2.0000E 02
KINETIC  ENERGYN 2.4180E C5
MUTATION ANGLE IDEGI 5.2OC3C 00
ia	
EULER AN LES (OF ,'.,)
	 PSI
	
THETA	 PHI
1.44^2F %^2	 1.357@E-C2 -1.4079E 07
6
MAIN BODY FIXED UNIT VECTr)R
X	 Y
1.0000CE 00	
-1.5424CE-04
1.42E+2AE-04	 9. 48201E-C1
1.97927E-04
	 5, S10631C-02
ACC. CHECK 0 0. 5442f, 5 71F- CF
DELTA #	 0.40279701E-C7
TOTAL KINETIC FNERUY A
	 742414996?F CE
LINEAR MOMENTUM N -0.78 g 761F4F-C6 -t'.17959S97E 03
Z
-1 .89(, 1
 19 F-C-4
-5.99631 E-( 2
9.98201 E-C 1
0.1999898 3E C3
r°
r
0
r
TIMF O.Io92R3TF- 1 1	 NUMRFR Jr STFPS	 13	 TIME STEP	 0.999ggg9F-(13
APPEADAGE MITI CN
APP
	 SEG	 PFTA	 AFTA DOT	 BETA DDOT
	
ALPHA ALPHA M y ALPHA 0005
(DEGI	 (DFG/SFCI	 IDEG/SEC	 SO	 ICEGI IDEG/SECT IDEG/SEc SO)
I 1	 A.98lCE	 0I	 -R.l1R4E	 Cl	 -6.6954E 53	 R.9FIOF 01 -R.tl84E OL	 -6.6954F Cl
1 7	 1.R3,flE	 '?	 I.J
	 000	 2.6951E C2 -8.1184E 01	 -6.6094E C3
7 1	 9."101E 11
	
C.:1	 -39316SE 03	 c.0090F. C1 0.0 -3.3165E 03
2 2	 9.1' OO r A t
	 ^.. D	 C.0	 9.0(60 F. O l 0.0 -30161)f 03
APP	 SEG	 RFLFASF 1'ICK-UP	 SPRING DASIIPOT TOROUF
	
KICKCFF SPRING FORCE EXTE'NSIO'N OF
STATF VFCT(I D 	FT LB
	 LOS Y.ICYOFF SPRING
1 1	 G	 -4. Fa85C-01
	
R.3R20E 00 406,46E co
1 2	 -1	 9..4434E-01	 4.(,O(-OE CO 1.g60OF O1
2 1	 f,	 -4.E669E-01	 9.010CE-0l 2.0040E 00
2 2	 -1	 4.10eGE-01
	 10PAPP E 01 20009F 04
r
SYSTEM PCTION
IN MAIN BODY r0URI11NATF5
COMP	 OMEGA	 OMEGA DUT	 PASS CTR
PCSI T I ON
IRAQ/SfCI	 IRAD/SFC	 SO)	 IFT)
x	 o.90g3F.'	 11
	
-1.4F07E CC	 1.2264E 00Y	 -1.093 tE-f 1
	 -3. 1756E	 CC	 7.4349E-01
E	 1.6557E-IN1	 -7.6!(5E-ll
	
6.7201E-01 i
r
IN	 INERTIAL	 Cf1U4DINATFS
C0 14P	 REFFR rfICF	 46SS CTR
	 MASS CTR	 MASS CTR	 ANGULAR	 i LINEAR
PT POSITION	 PO StT10N
	 VFLCCITY	 ACCELERATICh	 MCMENTUM ' MOMENTUM
(FTI
	
IFT)	 IFT/SEC)	 (FT/SE(.	 SO)	 ILA SEC,	 FTIr' ILR SEC)
x	 207?CE-09	 1.?26PE IC	 1.0?llF.-05	 0.0	 40031F 04 2.7716E-04
V	 1.1541F-02
	
-"-1617E-C1
	
-6.6914[ 00
	 0.0	 -2.7546E 03	 - 1.8000E 02
Y	 8.2249E-C3	 N.1062F-01	 ?.4344E 00	 0.0
	
-3.3792E V3 2.00OOE 02
i
KINETIC CNFAGYN RoW IE CS
NIIT AT I3N
	
AN GL F	 I0F.61	 ii.l-. 42C	 Cn
i
1
ry
f`
S	 ^
i
1
-.2 2
t^ {y
rW
F.UL ER ANGL F 5 1 DEG 1	 p S I
	
7I1 E TA	 PHI
1. 3A 77E ?2
	
1. 17P iC -01 -1.2797F 02
•
MAIN BODY F IXFD UNIT UFCTCIR S
x	 Y9.9 01.lSRC-011 	 -1. 62 ,13E-C3
1.'► 55 S7E-" 1 3	 9. @1Q4SE-CI
1.54717E-03
	 1. Ag135E-01
DF.LT A N
	
Co 921 ii4C h4F — #7
z
- 1.26278 C-( 3
-1.89142 F -C 1
q .8 1 0 4q E -01
TOTAL KINETIC FN EP GY 0	 1. 241 5q . T5E Cf.
LINEAR MOMENTOM it ".277161FCC — G3 — 0, 17aS9905E 03 0.19999863E 03
i}
i'`
r•
'FINE 0.14146S4F.-01	 NIOMSEQ Of STEPS	 14	 TIME STEP	 (,.g9og)gt9F-lI
APPENDAGE MnTI CN
APP SEG	 BETA	 BETA DOT	 BETA 0001	 ALPHA	 ALPHA CO T 	ALPHA DnnT
ICEGI
	
WG/SECI
	 IDFG/SFC S01	 IVEGI	 IDEG/SFC1	 InFGI%Ff 101
1	 l	 0.9500E I' l	 -@.IgT7E C1	 -7.0896E 01	 F.golcnF CI	 -8.1977E ro t 	 -7.O*596F 01
l	 2	 1.8000E f9	 C.0	 40608& 01	 2. 69 Of( F 02	 -R.1977T nl	 -101204F 13
2	 1	 9000s)OE t l	 -4.9169E-C1
	
-3.3151E J3	 0.9t PA F. (I	 -3.9169[-nt	 -9.9!51F CS
2	 2	 9.0090E CI	 r. 1 	000	 0.mCfnF. Tl	 0.0	 -3.3/4lF r,A
APP SEG
	 RELFASI- L1 :CK - UP	 SPRING 17ASHPOT TOPOUE
	
KICKOFF SPKIKG FORCE	 HMTENSION OF
STATE VFC Tl1R	 FT LB	 1.RT•	 Y1f,KnKF SPPIrJ^w
1	 1	 0	 -40E977E-01	 0.3825F V	 R.nRT3E 0n
1	 2	 0	 2.4439E-01	 4.f00CE Cl	 180000F (It
2	 1	 0	 -so.FR6OF.-01 	 9.600fF-01	 2.nn010 00
2	 2	 -1	 4.1040E-Oi	 1*69P1 F t 	 260"IF 00
S MEM MCTION
IN MAIN BODY COONDINATFS
COMP	 OMFr.A	 nMFCA 001	 PASS CTR
PCSITION
IRAD/SECI	 IRAD/SEG 501	 IFTI
K	 9.9091E 1C	 -1.3455F CC	 1.2268E PC
Y	 -1.0967E-01	 -106E74E CC	 7.4390E-01
2	 1.6549F-01	 -7.3!1°F-Cl	 6.7206E-01
IN INERTIAL CnOROINATFS
	
COMP REFFRENCF	 MASS CTR	 MAS` CTR	 MASS CYR	 ANGULAR	 LINEAR
	
OT POSITIUV	 PnS1TInN	 VFLOCITV	 ACCELERATION	 MCMENTUM	 Plf1MENTUM
IFTI	 IFTI	 IFT/SECI	 (FT/SEC S01	 I1.9 SEC FTI	 (1.0 SECI
K 2.0949E-03	 1.2260E OC	 1.767EC-05	 099	 4*4031E 04	 4.7993E-04
Y 1.1607E-02	 6.1939E-01 -6.6914E CO 	 C.0
	
-2.7546E 03 -1.8000E 02
E 9.3163E-Ca	 0.1190E-01	 7.4349[ 00
	
0.0	 -3.3791E C'3	 2.0600E 02
KINETIC  ENERGY# 2.4151E 09 	
4
NOTATION ANGLE infG) 5.3(-14[ 01
i
i
rEULFR ANGLES (DFG)
	 PSI
	
THETA
	 PHI
1.3R 72E 32
	
1.192 2t -01 -1,2775E 02
0
MAIN HOCY FIXED UNIT VECTORS
X	 v	 z
	
9.9 g 958F.-01
	 1. 64516F-03	 -1927aQ9 E-03
	1072 E.6E-03	 9• E1725F-01
	 1.913C2 F-01
	1.96374E-03	 1. 9030CE-01
	 9.81725 E-01
DELTA 0	 0.89406967E-C7
TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY #	 092415CC5CE Of
LINEAR MOMENTUM 0 0.475525-E6F-G3 -0.17999F06E 03 0.19999767E 03
6TIME 0.37 56 4691-01	 N104RER or sit Ps	 25	 TIME STEP	 0.C)9gQ4H'9F-C1
APPENDAGE MOTION
APP SEG	 BETA	 BETA 0111	 BETA OOOT	 ALPHA	 ALPHA CO T 	ALOHA nAnT
IDCGI
	
IVY G/ SEC I
	
IDEG /SFC
 S01	 IOCGI	 IDEG/SECI	 IDEG/SF.0 Snl
1	 1	 A.6714F r1 l	 - 20WOr. ^2	 -7.91?7F 01	 0.6714F Ol	 -2.1901E p ?	 -1.817.7E 01
1	 2	 101101, C7	 1.COl2E 42
	
6.0060F 0	 ?.6773E C2	 1.1096E A2	 -l. 414171' Q1
2	 1	 8.0414F. rl	 -5.991?F Cl	 -1.1499F n3	 0.9414E OI	 -8.9912E At	 -1.1449F S1
2	 1	 9.0000E ("I
	
C.J	 1.0674E 02
	 Q.O^ICF Cl
	 A.O	 -2.4412E III
APP SEG	 RELFACF LOCK-UP	 SPRING DAlHPnT TORQUF
	
KICKCFF SPRIKG FORCE
	
F.KTCNSTTIN cc
STA T E VFCTnR	 FT LB	 L45	 MICMnFR w1mrs.
t	 l	 0	 -4.67C7E-01	 N.20153E fn	 A* 11 7 14F Qsl
1	 2	 0	 7.4C?IF-Ql	 4.I"C4E C	 t•014*F ql
2	 1	 0	 -4.FUQr-Ol
	 9.s6C5E-01
	 ?.147'?E ?0
?	 2	 0	 4.1OFPF-91	 1.86AlF 1+1	 7.•1977f r'9
SY!TEM MCTIOK
IN MAIN twov rov rINATFS
COMP	 OVFCA	 OMFI-A rnl	 MASS rTR
PCSITION
IRAQ/SEC ► 	 IRAQ/SCC 801	 (FT)
X	 -5.?P"lt CC	 1.?761E 01
Y	 -9.139?F- ?
	
?.77t5E ".	 70526RE -01
Z	 I.P41IF-..I	 2.7P11F CC	 6.961AME-01
IN INFRTIAI Cnnkr%WtTFS
	
COMP RE r CRorr 	 PASS CTP
	
PT PnSITI( ON	 PnSITlnD'
(FYI
	 IFT ►
	
K 6.461?F-J3	 l.?2teE !C
	
V 4.0 4?hF-r?
	
4. 121'1,-: 1
	
2 2.4676E-12	 9.405?F-CL
MASS CTR
VFI,rC 1 TV
IFT/SECI
I.IFOIC-03
-t.65C2C CJ
7.41160 00
MASS CT v	ANIAILAR
ACCELERATION	 4Cr4ENT11M
IFT/SF.0 SCI	 ILB SEC FTt
r.0
	 4.F011F (14
C. )
	
-?.7K17F. C3
0.0
	
-3.174.1E 03
L INFAR
MDMENTUP
it A SECI
3.174'.;f-02
-1.7997E 02
1.9996E 02
K INET IC ENERGY# 2.4 W'F G ^
NIITATInN ANGLF IrFGI S.fIt si[ -1
FOL ER ANGLES t DEG $ 	 P S I	 THETA	 PHI
1.3 g VF jP	 :3931P7C-01 -1.1738E 0?
0 i
r
MAIN ROQY FIXFD UNIT VECTORS
X	 Y	 Z
9099983E-(!l 	 -2.66356 E-03
3.80974F.-+)3	 9. 30433E-C1
	
-3.66441 F_-f 1
4.36106E-Jl	 3.66425E-01	 9930437E-Cl
OF.LTA M	 0.13783574E-C6
TOTAL KINETIC r4FRCY *	 G.T.4149800,r pE
LINEAR MOMENTUM 0 0.31744SIP.F-i1 - +'.1795E631E 03 l.19996414F 03
r,
MASS C,TR
VFLCCI TV
IFT/SFCI
-4. ► f^CC -C3
-h.691CG GC
7.48261: OC
LINEAR
MOMENTUM
IL p SECT
-1.1244E
-01
-l.AOC4F 02
1. 11094E 02
1N INF P TIAL COC I P 1) IM 4 T 1* 5
	
COMP RErrp *. C.F	 M ASS CTP
	
PT PnSITIM	 P1ISITION
I F TI	 IFTI
	
% 50 6 2e 7F- 01	 1. ^7rF 0
V 6*513 4 F-D( - 1 '17126-31
	
I 5#970)5E- r' 1	 74
MASS CTR	 ANCOLAR
ACCELFRATI17N	 MCMFNTLIP
IFT/SFC SCI	 11.8 SFr, FTI
C.0	 4.F•04KF (4
+7.17	 -2.7717E r3
n .0	 -3.110-611F P3
•
Jv
TIME 1.140) ~75^( '+C
	 0001 Of	 It PS	 12	 fIMF M-P	 h,q^gvN^ 9F.r 3
Aar Pf KPAGF P+II I CN
APP	 SBG	 Rt . TA	 t'FfA ,IrlI	 B ETA 11011 1	 ALPHA
IOFG)	 If) tl, /SrrI	 40EGISH 501
	
IOFGI
1	 1	 2.1144E- 1	 ^.J	 0.0
	
). t'14wk-r7
1	 2
	
2.679017 '7	 1.44:nr 11 2 	 6.2ipgF (13
	
?. 0C r F el
2	 1	 5.7x?9F f 1	 -4.577f1F r)	 -4.0r10F r1	 K. t'1?o r Cl1,
2	 2
	
4 0 7hA rp , 1	 2.121 ►1. C?	 3.011F r't
	
11 .7t [1 65F It
APP SLG
	
ApLrASF I I IrK-1JP	 S.PAING OA;1000 10M)UF
STATE VH TOR	 ET Ln
ALPHA ro v 	ALOHA nnnT
InfG/5fCI	 fnFri/RFC SO
r • 4	 ri.11
?oWPE n ?	 110toc+F 173
-4.57TCi n?	 -4#QM49F ^w
2.w213E n?	 -10IITAIF 01
KICKCFF SnRIAC r11RCE
	
Fwtr.NSInN no
LNS	 K ICKO pr SPP INA
l	 1	 1
	
t.'^f3C-41
	
11. 11 	 ?• 1541E U1
i	 ?	 r
	 7. Fti F,IF-0?	 r.0	 w.S111F q1
2	 1	 C
	
-7..f9fir-QI
?	 z	 r
	 1. t t 1 7(:-G1	 ^.c	 1.'"t,F Oil
IN M41N 'WrV rhil 1. 0 1 4 t(:S
	
COMP	 0MF1;A
IP An / SFrI
	
X	 7.455^0 "r
	
V	 -+a.' 3V1-
-q 1
	
I	 5.50?3F-01
4V„fEM MCTI(IN
	
Wr-A 00	 PASS CTR
PCSITICIN
(hAD/SEC SO)	 (FTI
	
-L. IIc FfF Cl
	
4.960E- 11
	
r.. III fF CC
	 1.245?. F 60
	
-+...f 7r,F "1	 1.1444E ^0
KINETIC EN FPGVM ,I.t q "4F (5
NOTATION ANr4 & (1401 1.145*r 11
1
h	 f
^+ f
'
4
C
1^
y
K	
'
'3M:§.3^,3:,k3
i
'l
rI
	
}
EUL ER ANGL FS 1 AFG 1	 P S I	 THE TA	 PHI
I * L16 r F 02	 7.1P22F 00 -2.2642E ill
MAIN P() QY FIXED UNIT VECTORS
X	 Y,	 Z
	
9.92194E-01	 -4„ 812JI7E-02	 1.15388E-01
	
1.16963E-01
	
3. 12 g 17F -r2
	
-9.92643 E-n L
	
4,41670E-02	 19. 5 A?151F-C1	 3.6675R E-02
.r^
y;'	 ^.	 ?	 ;.^	 :`	 ^	 ., ^	 , s . E.s`V P	 ^ t y	 ^` ^	 ^.	 t	 ^}'	 ^"N Yg	 YA'  9 ^9`i. b	 9 4^ .`,^ ^^
x^	 }	 +
T	 y ^	 a'S'^k.""^ $'^ 'p'hu	 Jt'^k'
4	 i	 S'	 ^'	 '	 '^..
f
E	 ^	 .1-.f^^.	 ^+_,	 R	 y„	 ^	 A.'^,	 'Y	 4	 X{`at	
^;,:
^ Y	
^ {'	 a t,!s^?E	 ^ 4;'^J^.	 7S:'^	 '^5	 xi^..rf	 C^.'-.YAS	 4	 c	 Z.'''4,+"	 t%,,'#'	 ^.^:^.X	 Z S'+	 t4	 -.v`t	 Ie'	 wy` )q''	 j.^1	 °$	 'syx^	 E1
^	 ^! d^°	 ^^	 ,r <	 ^5t/.5^^	 SY#	.A	 Ltd ^	 ,
,'	 ,.^	 .>	
^	 - ^ `^X#.
a
^°,+H..	 m:3k^	 m,^	 #'	 ._	 t	 'fib-	 ?
$	 i,{,
rN-B,^(' M OVNAMI C STnrSS FS
ADPrNPA,-[ I	 SFGMF.N/ ?	 NON-CIPCIII AP
0
STATIUN 1
	
PRIPIrIPLF STPFSS
ANG	 x1- Q 	 ICTA-Q	 SIGMA22	 SIC, MA 71	 510442'3	 SIGM4-11	 SIGMA-11	 SIGMA-13
J	 1.215JOE ^1 -r.14617F- I f. -	 162A PP 01 -!'.22343F-)3 -0.I2'sr(, F rr C.10. 91F-01 - 0 .163PO F, It	 A.n
90	 ) . 9 5 ? A a F - 0 1 	 1.1	 E. "l -''.1 1)0 4 6F 01 -C.2413 1 F 11 - .,bal?F-CI C.1641 9 F 01 -C.2541SaF, At 	 -1.0
10O -0.1700E 01	 -1.162R5L 01 -C.70H89F.-03 -1.49566^- r I 0.14472E-02 -0.161WI At n.Q
270 ).957991' - Q3 -Cl .I4235F r  -;.11794E Ol -^.24117F 01 -1.1483 Q F-0I 09WS1F. 01 -00G 7 7 01 ► OL n.0
Q-PAP	 P -t+AR	 xI - MAX	 ICTA- MAX	 SIGMA22-MAX SIrMA' ► 1-m AX SIGMA 71-40kX
	
).?P52f.f %
	 C.67 1)O^F 01	 0.20 4 '0F r l -('.1 c) r 46F 01 -C.2 7 ?n f1F At -n. 754^lRF.- nl
r.)	 - 0.?P4R4f„ 0l
r.n	 -C.IOP63F ^C
STATION 2
AM 
	 xl-Q
	
7FTA-Q	 SIGMA22
	
SIGMA21
	
SIGMA23
0.433000 01 O.( , 	1.94ChhF I? -0.21049E 03 - ,}.293??F G3
90 -0.14434E Cl 0. i I1?1E 1 - !. 1347?f ^4 -0.231 60 F. 03 -1.178 7 6E 03
100 -0.43300E it 6.'.i	 -).13472F 04 0.21048E 03 -3.1215?.F 13
270 -0.14434F 01 -00131lr, 11 	 ).41'1P1F 03 -0.441HRE 03 0. 1956 IF (3
	
Q-4AR	 P-PAP	 XI-MAX
	
7ETA-MAX
).3P461E Q3 -1).37E74F 01 0.43300E 01 0.0
0.43799E C3 -.).42566F 03
0.2';16 7F C4 -C.1?(7EF C3
STATION 1
ANG	 XI-0	 2FTA-Q	 SIGMA22	 SIGNA21	 SIGM423
0 J.215COF 01 - C.14617F -r6 -,).151PTF. Ot Q.7C701 E 02 -C.6800 7r. 03
90 3.95THR0-13 0.19235F Cl -J.1182EF 07 0.24947E 03 -C.2677 0 F 03
180 -),17400F Ol -0.34617F-C6 -'1.564P?F 06 0. 25303F 03 -O.9?)43F fit
	
270 0.95788E-03 -0.18?.35F 0l
	
9.10912E 17 -0.65868E 03 0.2.4374E 0?
	
U-BAR	 P-HAR	 XI-MAX	 ZETA-MAX
-
rl .15461E (14 -).44601E C3 C.2153)E 01 0.0
O.P 7 597F C3 -1.55473E 0?
11 .80512F C A -w.463UE C.
PPIMCIPLE STPFSS
SIGMA-11	 SIGMA-27	 SIr,MA-33
r.41103F C3 -0016W n3 n.n
0.60726E 02 -0914n7 0 F, 1)4 090
0.42504E 12 -0913 0M 7F n4 n.n
0.7201 5F. 03 -09319R OIF n3 n.n
SIGMA22-MAX SIGMAPI-MAX S14MA 21-MAX
-0.13472E 04 -0.762 0 6F n1 -n.2n737F n1
PRINCIPLE STPFSS
SIGMA-11	 SIGMA-9,?	 SIGMA-13
( .3n625E;' 01 -00151 A7 F, nh non
n.n	 -O.IIA?hF n 7 A.4
0.937 PirF-01 -0.584 A7 F O6 n.n
0.10g 1?F, 07 C.0	 n.n
SIGMA22-MAX SIPMAP.I- MAX SIGMA23-MAX
-0 .118T,bF. 07 -C.1 70 1 7F ^? -0.4n!R!F 03
34
i
t	 v
4x
rC I RCUI AR
PRIPICIPI.F STP.ESS
SIGMA-11
	
SIGMA—P	 SIGMA-33
(1 .47461E C5 — O.P.3418F 07 4.11
U.31R77F 05 -08711 72F 0l 4.4
C.14656E 02 —0.91 744F 45 4•A
0.7C135F 02 — 0.36202E 0% 4.4
SIGMA22-MAX SI rMA?.I-MAX SIGMA 211—MAX
—0.57642E 05 — Co 19390E (34 — I)o4 7 353F 0:3
I
N — BCIIM DYNAMIC ST RFSS ES
APPFN IIAGF, I
	
SEGMENT 1I	 ST AT ION 1
ANG	 X 1_0
	
ZETA-0	 SIGMA22
	
SIGMA21
	
SIGMA23
0
	
0.47317E C5 000	 —C.19900F C4
I	 90
	
Jo11PICE C r. -0. 47639E W —0.62481E-03
180
	
-0.51729F 05 —0.29915E-03 — %R7093F ^1'3
270	 -0936221F 115 —0.15954E 04 —lloR7020E-)3
	
W— BAR	 P—AAR	 THETA—MAX
-r.10646E ^5 — C.??!44E C3 0.41374E 01
ro7C312F r13 -C.13E71F 04
().1556 Q E C r. -^,.44 g 35F 13
!1
e
i
t
r
F	 n	 Y
t 	 'fP.
- 
d	 9s	 r!
a, Y	 '^?'T	 j^
, f	 a'^	 tf	 t,Y . °a'	 ^ a:.	 s fi n"`^:;	 '^k	 ^»,°y	 "^n`S"i	 `Y ^	 F	 n^L T^' ^°'m E	 4`X 
^.	 'ci.mt,^'t^Js.,i	 ^_e -	 ^E	 x	
<	
,^$...	 s :^	 .	 .*$'-y^^	 &	 2s	 ^.`fak) . 	 . w^^^h	 ^..: ^	 '^^ e	 4!	 C ^	 3	 ^	 { '.....^	 ?	 ::
'r	 ;' 3	 ^i	 -. ^t
	
s3'
LL
.Y«4
2«; ^
	 ^^,q	 »^	 €	 ?..^ ?N"tw. 	 S	 ^ ..	 k
.^..+ z	 a	 , .	 ::, ^#	 , ,... # _.+t'?.z	 x 4 . ...	 #fix . ^:s.3	 >...;	 ,,	 •	 r	 .3« .^ Y^	 b!	 ^S},, 	 r, ^:' "j
`i+.a	 .^•.i-	 .o-a.:?.kG, 	
f y	
r	 ^:.	 ...3rr....,:`e..•#s4	 i,.'a;Y :'a+-$r Nx  3.a., :;4d'ds43+r a-JF4'.'Y:	 . ;..^	 e3^	 _	 ^3rkkt a^'3!Nf.iR.a.^ietrt't4wkc".:i+iSID'Sr-NT..^>zis.,Yk^'.aY
fF	 s	 ^.:^,'-	 4-.et	 YaXfe.{
..k^
5.1H^'
N—BOON DYNAMIC STRESSES
APPENDAGE 2
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•APPENDIX  A
Some of the quantities used in Equations (4. 24), (4. 36),. (4. 38)0
(4.40), and (4.42) were not defined in the Nomenclature. These quantities
are functions of variables defined in the Nomenclature which are used to
write the equations in Section 4 in a more compact form. Since the
derivation of these quantities is straightforward, they will be only defined,
not derived, in this Appendix.
The first eight relations are'associated with appendage geometry
a1 = ai(A-1)
(3k	 ak - a  1
	
(A- 2;
T k
1
k
=	 rr 1 (A- 3)
fr	 T k ..	 a k - Cr k (A-4)
hk1 =	
jzc (A- 5.)
hk = Pik
-
+2k 1 ^k 1 (A-6)1
Mk	 k = k km = ^µo^ µ1 + m1 (A-14)
	
I
r
•
The following relations have been derived to make the equations in
Section 4 more compact;
S k M 0
n 
Sk = 5k 1 + mk 1 bk 1 i-nk-1, ... , 1
(A-9) and (A-10) are related to the system center of mass
n
a
S =
IM 
M bM + Sk /mT
k=1	 .
whe re
Sk=S1+m1bk
The following four relations define mass parameters
µk = 0
nk
k
µi 	 N+1 + mi+1
(A-9)
(A-10)
(A-11)
r
(A-12)
(A- IV
na
MT = M  +1 ink
k=1
(A-15)
0r
t
i-1
bi 1)k = e 1 x Ck ° i ^^ ^ j j 
crk
 
i
	 (A-17)
j=1
while
fik = f k • ^w + o k e 1
i
ff =I ? • 	+v°1e1+0- 2n11 	a	 aforn< k^n2
and i = 2
HAM =I M • w
—(2)k —k	 k kPi	 = Si-1 - wi-1 hi
i-1
h(1)k = w x ^w x hk -	 ak	 (,k)2 ^ki	 i j
	
3j= 1
i-1
+ 2w xI ¢ X33
3= 1
h 2)k (3(2)k x [Iii(I)k + 27w x v+ w x (w x p)
(A-18)
(A-19)
(A-20)
(A- 21)
(A-22)
(A-23)
